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OFF BELAY No. 20, April 1975 

included an American Alpine Club acci
dent report and analysis, which dealt with 
the failure of a climbing rope after a long 
fall. The A.A.C. report contained the fol
lowing statement. 

"The effect of ultraviolet radiation 
(sunlight) on nylon ropes is slight in com
parison with deterioration from use. In 
recent tests by MAMMUT, ropes continu
ously exposed for one year (over 2000 
hours of sunshine) retained 70% of their 
original strength. Chemical air pollution 
in urban areas is a more serious enemy of 
nylon than intense sunlight at high eleva
tions." 

This statement elicited comments 
from R. D. Clapp, Technical Manager for 
the Cordage Group, Division of Colum
bian Rope Company, Auburn, New York, 
the manufacturers of Goldline® Mountain 
Rope. 

Comments from The Cordage Group 

Mr. Clapp, in a letter to OFF 
BE LAY, wrote: "I fear that statements 
in the article "A Rope Failure" regarding 
the effect of solar radiation may be quite 
misleading. I disagree strongly with the 
assertion that urban air pollution is a more 
serious enemy of nylon rope than intense 
sunlight at high elevations for I believe 
that exposure to sunlight may be many 
times more damaging than any ordinary 
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urban air pollution and that every effort 
should be made to minimize such expo
sure. 

"Any statement about the effect of 
exposure to solar radiation is meaningless 
unless the latitude, the altitude and the 
time of year are considered and evaluated. 
Both the total solar radiation and, more 
importantly, the portion of this radiation 
within the damaging near ultra-violet range 
of its spectrum, can and do vary widely, 
being much greater in latitudes nearer the 
equator, in higher altitudes, and in the 
summer months. Thus, if the Mammut 
exposure was made in Switzerland, about 
the latitude of Seattle, two or three sum
mer months exposure in say, Phoenix, 
would be more damaging than the entire 
year which they reported. 

"Deterioration does not proceed at a 
steady rate. Very little may occur in the 
early part of an exposure but once strength 
retention is down to 70% as reported, loss 
in strength may continue at a considerably 
accelerated rate. Further, the primary 
effect is on the yarns in the outer braid 
which tend to protect the yarns in the 
core. With the strength retention of the 
whole rope down to 70% it seems likely 
that the yarn in the mantle had little 
strength left at all. 

"The only safe policy with respect 
to solar exposure is to regard it as poten
tially damaging and to keep the rope pro-
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tected from it whenever possible." 

Product Bulletin R5 

In addition to the letter, Mr. Clapp 
sent us a technical report titled "Environ
mental Degradation of Ropes" (The Cord
age Group, Product Bulletin R5, by A. W. 
Koon, revised 8/15/73). Much of the re
port dealt with the effect of ultraviolet 
radiation on various natural and synthetic 
fibers used in ropes and on the geographic 
variation of aging characteristics. Points 
pertinent to the discussion are quoted be
low. 

"Nylon-Two types are common in 
rope: Type 66 and Type 6. 

"Exposure to sunlight degrades ny
lon more or less rapidly depending upon 
the season and the latitude, and also on 
the diameter of the rope. Type 66 Nylon 

1. Goldline Mountain Rope is made from 
a special Type 6 filament nylon fiber, 
called Caprolan 

2. Because of its light weight, polypro
pylene rope has become popular for fixed 
lines on expeditionary climbs, especially 
in Alaska (OFF BELAY No. 15, page 2). 
While not related to the above discussion, 
the following quote from Product Bulle
tin R-5 is of interest. 

" . .. unstabilized polypropylene is 
very liable to destruction by light-heat
oxygen. This disastrous liability of poly
propylene to destruction by heat-light-

yarns lose about 90% of their tensile 
strength after a one year outdoors in 
Miami (a very severe exposure). A ¼" 
diameter rope loses about 50% of its 
strength under this condition, and a ½" 
rope about 35%. Larger ropes are more 
or less impervious to light. Type 6 Nylon 
is far more liable to destruction than Type 
66, There is a dyeing process which en
hances nylon's light stability consider
ably. 1, 2 

"Outdoor exposure is the matter of 
central interest. Accelerated aging in ovens 
and in various fading and weathering units 
correlate very poorly with outdoor expo
sure and cannot be relied upon in judging 
rope quality. This appears to be due to 

Continued. 

oxygen was not foreseen . Consequently, 
early polypropylene products failed after 
short exposure. Since then, stabilizer 
systems have been developed which make 
polypropylene ropes equal to or better 
than nylon or polyester. But the need is 
not everywhere recognized and ropes still 
are being offered which are not satisfac
tory. Stabilizers do add to the cost, but 
merely spending money does not ensure 
stability. The rope user must make sure 
that the rope maker is·(T) aware of the 
problem (2) technically competent, and 
(3) conscientious." 
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LATITUDE - DEGREES 

Data from Columbian Rope Company's Product Bulletin R5 
shows the variability of ultraviolet radiation intensity. Above
the location of the exposure, specifically the latitude, can produce 
two and three-fold differences in the amount of radiation. The 
location of the Arova test sites was added for reference. Below
there are also seasonal variations in ultraviolet intensity. Seasonal 
changes, however, are also somewhat dependent on location. 
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the fact that the light intensities at differ
ent wave lengths-most particularly in 
ultra violet-do not correspond to natural 
sunlight. Much effort has been devoted to 
developing light sources and light filters. 
But outdoor exposure remains the only 
completely reliable method of testing. 

"The destructive effect of outdoor 
exposure varies widely with latitude and 
with season. These curves (whose validity 
is partly established, partly still specula
tive) show, for example, that 

1. Annual destructive effect at Lon
don or Bremen is only about half that of 
Auburn, New York; New Orleans is about 
one and one half as strong as Auburn and 
Manila, Philippine Islands is about double 
Auburn. 

2. Variation from winter to summer 
in Miami is about 2-fold; in Auburn, New 
York, is about 10-fold. Put another way, 
Auburn is nearly as strong as Miami (or 
New Orleans) at the height of summer, 
but is only about one fifth as strong in 
mid-winter. 

"North European experience, for 
example Britain, Germany and Norway, 
does not fairly appraise the hazards of ex
posure. This is understandable when it is 
noted that the UV light intensity is about 
that of Labrador. Exposures in tropical 
or subtropical latitudes can lead to shock
ing damage, and the need for careful 
stabilization [during manufacture} ap
pears." 

Arova-Lenzburg Comments 

Upon receipt of the letter and bul
letin from the Cordage Group, we wrote 
the manufacturers of MAMMUT ropes and 
made some specific inquiries concerning 
the effects of u ltraviolet radiation. Mr. 
Heinz Weber, of Arova-Lenzburg respond
ed. The questions and his replies are 
summarized below. 

1. Did the American Alpine Club 
correctly quote Arova Lenzburg? 

"The A.A.C. was correct in quoting 
our company." 

2. What was the nature of the sun
light tests mentioned? What geographical 
location was used? 

"The nature of the tests is described 
in detail in this report, dated May 1973 
on the influence of ultra-violet radiation 
on the physical characteristics of climbing 
ropes. Test samples were exposed to 
weather on the roof of our factory in 
Lenzburg (altitude 500 meters), at Davos 
(altitude 1500 meters) and on top of 
Weissf!uhjock-Mountain above Davos (al
titude 2500 meters). On the Weissfluh
joch, there is the Swiss Federal lnstitude 
for observation and study of snow and ava
lanches. The members of this institute 
took care of our sample-racks on Weiss
fluhjoch and in Davos and they also turn
ed the racks twice a week in order to ex
pose them evenly to the weather. 

"The geographical situation of Lenz
burg/Davos is about 47° latitude, 9o east 
of Greenwich. The total hours of sunshine 
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on Weissfluhjoch (registered by the Insti
tute) were 1313.6 during the first six 
months, and 806.4 during the second six 
months, The total of 2120 hours was 9% 
above the Swiss average." 

3. What proportion of a MAMMUT 
rope's total strength (and shock absorbing 
capacity) is contributed by the mantel 
(outer sheath)? 

"The contribution of the sheath to 
the total tensile strength is about one third. 
More important than tensile strength is 
energy absorption capacity over the edge; 
and here, the sheath contributes consider
ably less than one third, but for different 
reasons, this is problematique to measure." 

4. Did the Arova sunlight tests indi
cate that the effects of the radiation (the 
loss of strength) was principly limited to 
the mantel? 

"In this particular test, the point 
was not a subject of our study. The 
weathered ropes were tested as a whole. 

"However, this twelve months test 
in real weather was preceded by another 
test in 1971 with artificial weathering in 
a so-called Xenotest apparatus which al
lows the same kind of test in a very short 
time (simulation of real conditions). The 
Xenotest apparatus Model 150 had been 
adapted with special filters to simulate 
the solar radiation of Davos at 1500 
meters altitude. Because of the small size 
of the apparatus, we could not expose full 
sized ropes but only naked threads of the 
core and, at the same time, another series 
of those threads covered by a braided 
sheath. The results showed that the white 
(undyed) threads of the core were more 
affected by light than those protected by 
the colored sheath. We also noted that 
certain colors (such as purple or orange) 
gave better protection than others (such 
as yellow or blue)." 

5. Are there any additional com
ments you would like to make? 

"Mr. Clapp is certainly right when 
he says that 
-the geographical situation of such a test 
greatly inf/uenc,;s the results; 
-an exposure at Phoenix would be more 
damaging than at Seattle (the nearer to 
the Equator the worse); 
-deterioration does not proceed at a 
steady rate; 
-the only safe policy is to regard solar ex
posure as potentially damaging and to keep 
the rope protected from it whenever pos
sible. 

"On the other hand, a climber can
not avoid exposure of his rope to sunlight 
unless he never uses it. Sunlight is in prin
ciple not good for polyamid yarn (Nylon, 
Per/on, etc.). Twenty years ago, nylon 
yarns had a very poor performance when 
exposed to sunlight. Today, special stabi
lizers and treatments are added to the 
yarns we use and we protect them with 
colored sheaths. The objective of our 
test was simply to know for certain how 

Continued .. 
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Data from Arova Lenzburg show the extent and rate of degradation for 
MAMMUT ropes exposed continuously up to one year at three sites. 
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much today's ropes are still affected by 
sunlight and whether this might be a 
serious cause of deterioration and possibly 
of rope failure. 

"The test was made exclusively with 
MAMMUT ropes and we had to do it in 
Switzerland for practical reasons. Even 
then, we believe that doing it at three dif
ferent places and altitudes allows us to 
draw certain conclusions. 

"Deterioration does not proceed at 
a steady rate. However, it depends not 
only on the period of time but also on the 
size or diameter of the rope. Similar tests 
made by other people and institutions, 
and also by DuPont, always show that a 
nylon thread or a flat tape where all the 
fibres are exposed to the light deteriorate 
with increasing speed. Laid and braided 
ropes where, with increasing thickness, an 
increasing portion of the fibres are 'inside' 
and protected by an outer layer perform 
the other way round. After an initial 
sharp strength decline, the curve bottoms 
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out. The thicker the rope, the flatter the 
curve of the decline. Out of the 'Product 
Bulletin R-5' of the Columbian Rope Co. 
of which you sent us a copy, we quote 
(page 2) : 'Type 66 Nylon yarns lose about 
90% of their tensile strength after a one 
year outdoors in Miami (a very severe ex
posure). A ¼" diameter rope loses about 
50% of its strength under this condition, 
and a ½" rope about 35%. Larger ropes 
are more or less impervious to light. Type 
6 Nylon is far more liable to destruction 
than Type 66. There is a dyeing process 
which enhances nylon's light stability con
siderably.' 

"A MAMMUT climbing rope (single) 
is 10.5 mm diameter (slightly less than 
½"), is made of Type 6 Nylon specially 
light-stabilized and treated, and protected 
by a specially colored sheath. 

"Our test has shown the MAMMUT 
ropes exposed for 12 months at the lati
tude of Seattle (after 2120 hours of sun
shine) retain more than 70% of their ori-

ginal strength and working capacity. We 
still believe that this is correct. At the 
latitude of Yosemite Park, this may (we 
just guess) be equal to about 1000hours of 
sunshine. The average climber in Europe 
uses his rope about 5 hours per day of 
climbing which means that he could use his 
rope 150 to 200 days in Yosemite or up 
to 400 days in Europe without risking 
failure due to light-deterioration. Now, 
in our experience, a rope is worn out 
earlier by other factors and should be re
placed. 

"That is why we still believe that 
the negative influence of sunlight on 
MAMMUT climbing ropes may be almost 
disregarded with the obvious condition 
that the climber takes normal care of his 
rope and that he should still keep it pro
tected from the light whenever possible." 

The Arova-Lenzburg Report 

Along with the answers to our speci
fic questions, the manufacturer's of MAM
MUT ropes sent a copy of the test report, 
titled "The Effect of Ultraviolet Radiation 
on the Physical Properties of Climbing 
Ropes." It contained a few points not 
mentioned above which contribute to the 
discussion. The original was in German, 
so the following are edited translations. 

"The individual mantel colors in all 
three locations [ Lenzburg, Davos, and 
Weissfluhjoch] were only slightly faded. 
Worth noting, however, was the extensive 
soiling of the samples exposed in Lenzburg 
[ an industrial di strict] ... 

"Theoretically, ropes exposed at 
high elevations should experience a greater 
loss in working capacity than those ex
posed in the lowlands. . . Then the 45% 
greater sun exposure [at Weissfluhjoch] 
should have produced . . . a 3% greater 
loss [than at Lenzburg]. The opposite 
occured. 

"The greater breaking strength loss 
for ropes exposed in Lenzburg, an indust
rial district, is the result of heavy air pol
lution. The factories use heavy heating 
oils with a high sulfur content, part of 
which is released into the atmosphere 
when burned. The sulfur combines with 
water in the air to form sulfuric acid Burn
ing PVC [most common plastics], as in 
household trash incinerators, releases hy
drochloric acid. Rain deposited both acids 
on the test ropes." 

So much for air pollution ... Here 
are a few other interesting points abstract
ed form the Arova report: 

"The important parameter for eval
uating climbing ropes [the working capa
city] is computed from two factors-the 
breaking strength and the breaking elonga
tion. Weathering caused both factors to 
decrease, producing a large drop in the 
working capacity of the samples . .. 

''The decreased fall off during the 
second [six month] weathering period 
should not be attributed solely to a de
crease in the amount of sunshine during 
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the exposure. Rather, the effected outer 
molecules tend to protect the fibers with
in. 

"There is a great deal of scatter [in 
the data] after six months, but close agree
ment after twelve. This shows that firm 
conclusions can be made only after exten
sive, long term tests." 

To what extent does sunlight shorten 
the life of a rope? The report concludes 
with the following statements . 

"Accepting the assumptions of Dr. 
Kosmath, that one 'climbing year' equals 
forty days of six hours each, then our 
twelve month weathering test corresponds 
to roughly nine years. The average loss 
in working capacity measured in our tests 
was 29%. . . [Thus theoretically] we can 
say that the damaging effects of ultra
violet radiation at high elevations is less 
than 0. 1% per climbing day, extraordin
arily small compared with normal wear 
and tear." 

More from The Cordage Group 

In a later communication, Mr. Clapp 
added, "There is close agreement on im
portant areas . .. 

I would only emphasize the impor
tance of altitude in determining the inten
sity of ultraviolet radiation as this effect 
is particularly pertinent to mountain 
climbing. Latitude, season, and altitude 
are all related in that their effect on ultra
violet intensity has to do with the depth 
of air mass through which solar radiation 
passes. The atmosphere has a strong pref
erential filtering action on the damaging 
ultraviolet portion of the radiation so 
when the sun is more directly overhead (as 
in summer months or equatorial latitudes), 
or the observer is considerably higher, less 
ultraviolet will be filtered out and that 
remaining will constitute a considerably 
higher percentage of the total solar radia
tion. 

I would also comment briefly on 
the apparent discrepancy in the comments 
on the rate at which deterioration pro
ceeds. This is a result, I believe, of viewing 
deterioration from a different frame of 
reference. I should have limited my com
ment to the behavior of a single element 
continuously exposed to radiation, in 
which case I believe that deterioration will 
proceed very slowly at first but, after a 
time, at a considerably accelerating rate. 
In the case of a rope in which the bulk of 
the elements are protected by outer yarns, 
Arova-Lenzburg is correct in saying that 
the strength loss will level off once the 
outer yarns have lost most of their 
strength, at least as long as these yarns 
are available to protect the inner core." 

Summary 

What initially appeared to be con· 
flicting opinions has through further an
alysis proven to be a remarkably close 
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agreement on the effects ultraviolet radia
tion, in the form of sunlight, produces in 
a nylon or Perlon rope. The major points 
worth reviewing are: 

1. Sunlight is damaging to ropes. 
It reduces the breaking strength, the break- , 
ing elongation, and the working capacity 
(a term denoting the ability to absorb 
energy). 

2. Small diameter ropes are effected 
more than large diameter ropes. This is 
undoubtedly due to the ratio of outer, ex
posed fibers to inner, shielded fibers. In 
light of this, climbers should be doubly 
cautious with webbing, which has a very 
high surface area ratio. 

3. Degradation will take place more 
rapidly in areas of sustained, high intensity 
sunlight. Ultraviolet radiation is several 
times more intense at equitorial latitudes 
than in northern, more temperate zones, 
at high elevations, and during the summer 
season. 

4. You cannot climb without ex
posing your rope to ultraviolet radiations. 
If exposure is limited to the climbing 
period only, the degrading effects appear 
small compared with normal wear and tear. 
But keep in mind that a rope can be bom
barded by ultraviolet radiation even when 
not in use. It is a fairly common practice 
to leave climbing ropes laying around out
side when in camp, and to carry them on 
the outside of a pack. This incidental ex
posure can amount to more hours than 
that sustained during actual climbing. 

These points suggest several obvious 
ways climbers can protect their ropes and 
indicate caution with fixed ropes and 
slings. As both The Cordage Group and 
Arova-Lenzburg concur: ''The only safe 
policy with respect to solar exposure is to 
regard it as potentially damaging and to 
keep the rope protected from it whenever 
possible!!" 

Editor's Note: 

I would like to express my personal 
thanks to R. D. Clapp of The Cordage 
Group, Division of Columbian Rope and 
Heinz Weber of Arova-Lenzburg for their 
willingness to discuss the subject of rope 
deterioration in an open, forthright man
ner. Such a discussion serves several pur
poses. It provides climbers with the in
formation they need to avoid unnecessari
ly abusing their climbing ropes and a bet
ter understanding of the factors causing 
its progressive deterioration. The exper
tise demonstrated in the above exchange 
can only build confidence in the products 
manufactured by the two companies. 
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Rock climbing is now facing one of 
the most profound challenges in the his
tory of the sport. The application of new 
techniques and gadgets has rendered the 
impossibilities of yesterday into just a 
moderately interesting way to kill an after
noon. Almost all of the old aid routes 
have been climbed free and an unclimbed 
line is a rare commodity in most climbing 
areas. This has forced the modern climber 
to look to different horizons for the thrill 
of a first ascent. 

True, there are still a few overlooked 
lines-the bolt-protected blank wall climb, 
and for the climber who has everything, 
those few routes that no one else can get 
up. These alternatives have a dismal future 
however. Progress will undoubtedly come 
up with some way to downgrade these 
super routes to the status of "has-been." 
But have no fear!! The blessing of civili 
zation, which has graced us with such 
monstrosities as the basic urban slum and 
the awe inspiring structures pumping oil 
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in the Santa Barbara Channei has also 
brought us an answer to the problem of 
overcrowding at the local rocks. It has 
created a new facet to the Games Climbers 
Play syndrome-the concept of buildering. 

Just think of the possibilities!! Every 
town has some building with demanding 
problems on it. There would be no prob
lem about getting tired of doing the same 
climb over too many times. The contract
ors just seem to want to build that new 
apartment house or cocktail lounge, just 
covered with buildering routes. 

Although buildering can be practiced 
anywhere, this guide is being limited to 
Yosemite . It is already a great place for 
the unconventional climb and the atmo
sphere in the Valley is always quick to 
pick up on new fads . 

However, climbs of this sort called 
for a new rating system. This was ably 
devised by the Toads, a group of dedicated 
builderers in Southern California. In this 
system difficulty of the climbing counts 

ll\ 

almost nothing. Farciality of the problem 
ranks high and is denoted by 0-1 through 
Q-9, in order of increasing craziness. Ex
posure to embarassing elements, such as 
your mother or good looking tourist 
chicks is right up there and is shown by 
roman numerals I through VI+. Also im
portant is the risk of arrest, or at least 
harassment by Curry Company folks, 
rated by number 17 through 31. Thus a 
particularly memorable climb might be 
rated as Q-9, V+, 29. 

Due to lack of space and the mini
mal amount of high level buildering done 
in the Valley now, only a few of the 
classics will be described. A complete list 
of routes is being compiled in the Yose
mite Mountain Shop; climbers are encour
aged to register their first ascents with the 
cheerful employees. There have also been 
some fine lines put up in Tuolumne Mead
ows. These are listed here as well. 

Continued. 
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CLIMBER'S 
GUIDE TO 
YOSEMITE 
VALLEY 

Continued. 

This listing 9f routes is far from 
complete, but it does introduce the climb
ers who are contributing to this new 
frontier of alpinism. Although a few 
routes require a calculated risk, most of 
the buildering in Yosemite is just plain 
fun. If it appears that a training diet of 
John Barleycorne is a necessary prereq
uisite, it merely points out the climbers' 
natural reluctance to commune with any
thing as inorganic as concrete, metal, or 
plastic without first mentally conditioning 
themselves to the rigorous ordeal. 

Two-O-Lumney Meadows lcehouse 

0-5, IV+, 18. First ascent unknown. 
This extremely popular route lies on the 
door of the icehouse. It can either be 
done as a lie-back or a face climb. Al
though the danger from authorities is 
minimal, due to mellower "vibes" in the 
Meadows, there is usually a high objective 
danger factor from beer cans that are tra
ditionally thrown at the climber by his 
"friends"? One way to reduce this threat 
to bodily harm is to allow your compan
ions to drink nothing but Happy's Favor
ite . The cartons are much softer. 

The obvious future of alpine pio
neering lies in this novel and challenging 
arena. Buildering and builderers will go 
on. And once again we can sleep soundly 
and contentedly, knowing each morning 
brings with it a bountiful new crop of 
route possibilities. 

.......................................................................................... 

VisitorCenter Buttress-The Ranger Route 
0-7, IV, 29+. First ascent B. Orme, 

1973. This route has one of the most 
dangerous exposures in the entire park, 

being on the outside wall of the ranger 
station . Characterized by dusty cobble
stones and crusty tourists. 

.... ··--·-----.... ·--··········•-•· ................................. -

'ii') ~ ~ ,1 ~ 
-;;r..Er~L-,1.,~~--•,, _' ' ~ \ramrtop Tree-The T,~~:~~~•~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••• 

'\10--._ 0-8, V+, 19. First ascent 1973 by by landing flat on one's back. The routes 
T. M. Waterwalker. This route is found on this formation can be safely free-

lLLUSTRA TED BY on the side of the tree facing the road. soloed, but it is advised to carry at least 
PAUL BOVING Climb up to the first branch and traverse two bottles of wine, preferably not in a 

out on it. The exit move is usually done hip pocket. 
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Tramstop Tree-East Buttress 

O-8, IV+, 19. First ascent 1973 by 
B. Nyno. Although this route is not on a 
man-made object, the esthetic qua I ities 
and the location make this route a must 
for the Yosemite hardman. To locate the 

climb, just stand near the Village store 
where the tram gets loaded (the tram, not 
the climbers). The route is on the back of 
the nearest tree. 

: Reed Pinnacle Tunnel Traverse . 
• . 
• . . . 
• • 

O-8, V+, 30. First ascent by George 
Fu, 1972. This route is extremely danger
ous and is recommended only for those 
with strong suicidal tendencies. It in
volves climbing the tunnels walls and hand 
traversing across the entrance. A support 
party shoulc;I watch for campers and other 
tall vehicles while an ascent is in progress. 
Fu has reportedly put up a similar route 
in the Fresno Tunnel. 

•.•..••.........•••••••••••••••..................••••..•••••••..........•••••.........•.•..•.....•••..•••••..........•.•••...••••••••••• 

Meadows Store-The Cost Error 

O-8, V+, 30. First ascent 1973 by 
Seymour R. Bruins. This extremely haz
ardous line has had only one ascent to the 
knowledge of local climbers. The techni
que used was a simple clawing action right 
up the sturdy canvas sides of the building. 
In this visit to the Meadows, Bruins also 
established himself as a heavy by removing 
the top of a convertible. 
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The Lafayette Route 

O-9, VI+, 31. First ascent 1973 by 
Lafayette of Tahoe. This is the ultimate 
route. It is to buildering what Cerro Torre 
is to mountaineering . The line is rather 
complex so the route description is longer 
than usual. The starting point is the floor 
of the Mountain Room. The technique 
used to reach this position is the consump
tion of copious amounts of alcoholic 
beverage, preferably Jack Daniels. As
suming a prone position, near any of the 
bar stools, move out to the front of the 
lodge in a manner not unlike a salmon 
swimming upstream to spawn. Being 
careful not to crawl into a pole or wall, 
make a sustained stomach traverse past 
the cafeteria . After this comes the most 

• dangerous part of the route, crossing the 
street to get to the tram stop. Once this 
is safely accomplished, make a strenuous 

pull up out of the gutter and on to the 
bench. If visibility permits sighting of the 
tram when it stops, make a difficult ten 
foot stagger into the bus. If you ride 
around long enough, you can usually find 
someone who will help you out at Camp 
4 . However, ethical considerations dictate 
no outside help until you have reached a 
seat on the tram . 
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A 

Vertical 

Caver 

Looks 

at 

Once again, OFF BELAY has report
ed someone coming out of their Jumars 
and having an experience to end all ex
periences.1 Since I took up caving in 
south Texas, where the only way to go up 
is to go down first, I've learned a great 
deal about ascending and how to survive 
to do it again. I have seen many people 
making mistakes that could be their last. 
The most common are: 

1. Not being fully aware of how 
their ascenders work and their character
istics of use. 

2. Not using at least three points 
of attachment to the rope. It doesn't 
matter what combination, as long as three 
knots, ascenders, biners, or pulleys are 
around the rope and fastened to you, as 
independently as possible. 

3. Not using ankle loops that can 
hold you if you flip backwards. A girl 
from one of the university grottos (caving 
club) would be alive today if she had had 
ankle loops. Her chest harness came un
done (it was tied with a carrick bend in 
webbing!), she fell backwards, and she 
took a giant leap for womankind from 
near the top of a southwest Texas sink
hole, not saying anthing for posterity 
during her 100 foot descent. 

4. Not thinking about what could 
happen in the event of a failure or some 
other difficulty. This means knowing 
how to get over a ledge, carrying an extra 
Prusik loop, tying to the end of the rope 
when you're the last second on an aid 
pitch, etc. The death of Mike Blake is 
regrettable, since he took some extra pre
cautions, but his rope broke, probably 



ASCE 

over an edge. However, there are man~ 
cases of climbers being saved by tying in. 

I would like to elaborate a bit on 
the above points as they apply to climbers. 

Each type of ascender has its own 
characteristics. Knots3 are light weight 
and can be tied to hold on any rope. But 
they wear fast, often jam, and will burn 
through if you fall any distance on them .4 

I generally tie my knots in 3/8" 
braided nylon for ease of loosening and 
because it is cheap. I don't recommend 
braided nylon for anything else. Perlon is 
usually too soft for many knots. Poly
propylene and polyethylene make good 
Prusik material, but shouldn't be used for 
anything else. As a general rule, the hard
er the rope, the better Prusik sling it 
makes. 

Jumars are the fastest to get on the 
rope and have no jamming problems. They 
are, however, dangerously prone to slipp-

1. "A Grim Spring at Yosemite," OFF 
BELAY No. 10 and "A Rope Failure," 
OFF BE LAY No. 20 contain the initial 
report and the subsequent analysis of a 
Jumaring accident . 

2. See ACCIDENTS IN AMERICAN 
MOUNTAINEERING 1969- page 16 for 
a similar fall stopped by the rope and 
1971 - page 13 for a fatality at least par
tially attributable to not tying in to the 
end of the Jumar rope. These reports 
are published annually by the American 
Alpine Club, 113 East 90th Street, New 
York, NY 10028. (P rice $1.00 plus 
$0.50 handling.) 

3 . For a thorough discussion of ascend
ing knots, devices, and rigging systems , 
see Thrun's PRUSIKING , published by 
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SAFETY 

ing off the rope if carelessly and improp
erly installed on the rope . Be sure the 
safety catch is fully up before using them, 
and be careful you don't pull the safety 
catch down when you grip the frame. 
Hold them below the catch or around the 
entire frame . Jumars are designed only to 
resist a pull along their major axis, so be 
careful on traverses where a twisting load 
may be applied.5 

Jumars also slip when clogged by 
mud, ice, or snow; or when they are 
worn, since gripping depends upon the 
teeth . If they begin to slide, clean the 
teeth and set the Jumarby pushing up on 
the cam . If this does not work, some ex
tra Prusik slings would get you out of the 
bind. 

Aluminum, especially the cast al
uminum Jumars, are brittle and break 
easily when dropped . Jumars are too 
weak and cause rope damage too easily to 

the National Speliological Society , Cave 
Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35810 . (Price 
$4.50.) This book was reviewed in OFF 
BELAY No . 16, page 49 . 

4 . Several deaths have been directly at
tributed to melting Prusiks . Furthermore, 
the British Mountaineering Council , based 
on theoretical calculations, concludes 
that failure due to melting is inevitable 
" . .. if the climber falls only one foot 
any slip at all takes place between the 
Prusik and the standing rope." See " A 
Grim Spring at Yosemite" OFF BELAY 
No. 10 and "Notes on Equipment" OFF 
BELAY No. 9 . 

5 . See "More on Jumars" by Gary Ullin 
in OFF BELAY No. 9, which ir\cludes a 
discussion of diagonal traverse problems . 

be used for auto belay; although rope wear 
is usually negligible in normal use. 

Gibbs are the strongest mechanical 
ascenders. They work on icy or muddy 
rope, and don't lose their holding power 
as fast when worn . However, they will 
often slide a ways before locking. 

Gibbs ascenders consist of three 
pieces which must be tied together. There 
is some danger of dropping parts as you 
assemble or disassemble them. They are 
difficult to put on one-handed, especially 
if you are tired and can't hold onto the 
rope. 

Since most climbers use ascenders 
to clean aid pitches or ascend fixed ropes, 
I'll describe several methods with this in 
mind . 

One of the troubles with the stand
ard method of Jumaring, using slings of 
equal length, is that only one leg does the 
lifting. The Mitchell6 method lets both 
legs do the work by shortening the lower 
sling. To reduce the amount of arm strain , 
run the standing rope and upper sling 
through a carabiner on a chest sling. A sit 
sling attached to the top Jumar would let 
you sit and rest. A system intermediate 
between the standard Jumar method and 
the Mitchell system uses shorter, unequal 
length slings and carabiners on the seat 
harness . It is a good method of ascending 
less than vertical walls and cleaning aid 
pitches. Again the addition of a sling 
from the top Jumar to th e seat sling gives 
a cleaning seat. 

Continued. 
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Left- the Mitchell system of ascending. Note that 
the climber is attached to the rope at three points, 
the two ascenders and the chest sling carabiner. For 
additional security, he should also be tied into the 
end of the rope. 

Right- the seat sling system of ascending. Note the 
two carabiners on the seat sling, instead of just one. 
This eliminates tangling of the slings and jammed 
carabiners. 

Cavers usually use Perlon slings for 
Jumars, but webbing or etriers are equally 
acceptable. Webbing tends to jam in a 
biner more easily than Perlon and I sus
pect this tendency to jam is why most 
climbers I've seen don't run their webbing 
slings through a biner, though climbing 
efficiency suffers. Royal Robbins recom
mends using aiders. with the sub-aiders 
binered to your swami seat.7 This pro
vides some security and insures you don't 
lose a Jumar when moving it around pro
tection. Ankle loops, and especially a 
third attachment (preferably a Gibbs) 
would add needed redundance. Robbins 
also suggests tying into the rope just below 
the Ju mars every so often to I imit the fall 
in case of Jumar failure. This and the 
few seconds needed to put on a Gibbs 
could save a lifetime-yours! 

If you are using only a couple of 
short Prusik slings, (as in an emergency), 
a surprisingly efficient system is the high 
kick Texas Prusik. It isn't very strenuous 
as Prusik systems go, and you can sit and 
rest every other move. If you have trouble 
on one foot, you can tie the lower knot 
to both feet for better balance and to 
share the load. This system works well 
with Gibbs and Jumars, as well as knots. 
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If you only have one Gibbs, use it on the 
seat sling. 

Gibbs rope walker systems are not 
usually popular with climbers because of 
the difficulty in going over a knot or 
biner. However, a Jumar attached to 
your seat harness with a long sling allows 
you to clip in above the protection and 
sit down for the cleaning operation. The 
rope walker is a "hands-off" system, so 
you can use your arms and hands for 
other purposes as you ascend. There are 
no knots to loosen or Jumars to slide up 
the rope. However Gibbs ascenders can 
hassle you by refusing to lock. To avoid 
this, do the "Gibbs shuffle" -kick outward 
as well as down. They seem to want you 

6. The Mitchell system is one of the 
fastest for continuous ascents of fixed 
ropes. See "Fastest Method with Ju
mars," by Dick Mitchell, N.S.S. NEWS 
25 ( 12) pp. 211-212. 

7. See Robbins: ADVANCED ROCK· 
CRAFT, page 48. (Published by La 
Siesta Press, Box 406, Glendale, CA 
91209, $2.95.) 

8. For additional discussions of the Gibbs 
ascenders, see "The Versatile Gibbs As· 
cender" and "How Strong is a Gibbs As
cender" in OFF BELAY No. 11. 

to trust them and lock best if you're 
moving fast. By moving slowly, you can 
descend with Gibbs.8 

Some people have trouble with their 
Gibbs rig and usually in the form of a 
jamming foot Gibbs and a falling knee 
Gibbs that slides down no matter how 
tight and painfully you cinch it up. The 
Gibbs must also be oriented so they are 
straight up and down. If twisted, they 
usually jam. A custom fitted, sewn rig 
works best, but some experimentation is 
necessary. While a fully sewn rig is best 
for ascending, \it precludes using the Gibbs 
by itself for other purposes. I carry a free 
Gibbs, with a small 9/16 inch webbing 
loop as an extra. 

9. "Floating" is a method of rigging ·a 
Gibbs rope walker with an elastic material 
such as shock cord or surgical tubing be
tween the knee ascender and chest har
ness, eliminating the knee band. The 
elastic pulls the ascender up and holds it 
so that it locks with less slipping. The 
foot ascender can also be "floated." A 
further refinement is a pulley positioned 
on either shoulder with a specially fitted 
harness, which helps you stand up with 
less effort. 
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Though Gibbs ascenders have some 
safety advantages o.f Juamrs, I do not con
demn Jumars. Each type of ascender has 
its own uses, advantages, and disadvan
tages. To clean an aid pitch, I would take 
a Jumar to use with my rope walker. If I 
went out to do Golandrinas, a 1200 foot 
pit in Mexico, I would use my rope walker 
with a seat Gibbs for resting, a shoulder 
pulley, and float both foot and knee 
Gibbs.9 I definitely enjoy owning at least 
one Jumar to supplement my Gibbs. Ju
mar owners, likewise, would benefit from 
owning a Gibbs for use as a third point of 
attachment, etc. 

Though two ascenders are all that 
is needed, it is an unnecessary risk to fore
go the additional security of a carabiner 
on the rope and ankle loops_ The cara
biner should be a locking type, but until 
someone invents an infallible one, check 
it and everything else regularly, or your 
ankle loops will render judgment on their 
maker if you fal I backwards. Anyone who 
has tried a two-fisted panic Prusik on 7 /16 
inch nylon rope knows why three points 
of attachment and an extra sling or two 
are reasonable precautions_ In the event 
you find the world turned upside down, 
that extra sling may mean the return to a 
more normal world without help, which is 
invariably 150 feet up the only rope or 
1000 feet down, five days of hard cl im bing. 
It is far better to find yourself in a deep 
squat than dangling upside down, though 
I prefer the thought of dangling by my 
heels to chancing a fall to the end of the 
rope. 

Whatever system you use, you 
should always carry at least one rope sling 
as a backup and aid to getting out of 
sticky places. They also come in handy 
in a rescue. 

If you find yourself down a rope 
with only one ascender or Prusik, there is 
an improvised method of getting up. At
tach the item you have to your seat sling 
and use the rope itself for a foot sling in 
a Texas Prusik sequence. If you find 
yourself without slings or ascender, use 
the end of the rope and tie a tight helical 
(Penberthy) knot around the rope and clip 
it into your seat sling. Tie yourself into 
the rope as soon as possible, preferably 
before beginning the ascent, since such 
improvised schemes are highly prone to 
slipping. 

I strongly urge you to practice your 
selected method before using it, and sug
gest you try several of those you probably 
won't be using. It is a shade beyond im
perative that you get the feel of what's 
happening, with any ascending method. 

For backyard practice, rig a pulley 
in a tree and a set of brake bars (about 
three) on a sling around the tree base. As 
you climb, have a friend let the rope out. 
You go nowhere, but get lots of practice. 
You might try going over an imaginary 
knot or biner (a spot marked with masking 

Continued. 
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Above- The original "high kick" Texas Prusik. 
From a sitting position, slide the lower knot or 
ascender as high as possible; stand up by grabbing 
the rope. At the same time slide seat sling knot 
or ascender up. 

Below- the ankle hitch, a fast but effective way 
of securing a foot loop to your ankle. 
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Above- The Gibbs "ropewalker" ascending system. 
1 & 2 show footsling arrangements made by tieing 
webbing. 1 should be tied snugly, while 2 allows 
some slack, which helps lock the ascender. 3 is a two 
part rig using buckles. 4 & 5 show alternate knee 
sling arrangements. The climber at the far right, 6, 
is bypassing protection with an auxiliary seat sling 
Jumar. 

Left- In an emergency, it is possible to ascend a 
rope with only one Prusik. This method, however, 
leaves no margin of safety. 

tape). The basic procedure consists of 
moving your points of attachment, one at 
a time, starting with the uppermost. With 
a rope walker rig it helps immensely to 
clip in over the "knot" with a biner and 
then a Jumar, seat Gibbs, or knot, before 
moving the foot and knee ascenders. 

You might also go through the mo
tions of what happens when something 
"fails," and determine whether you sur
vived, and whether you can get yourself 
out of the situation which develops. 

Ascenders, both knots and the mech· 
anical type, are an important item of 
climbing paraphernalia. But as any other 
piece of gear, they must be used with good 
judgment. Safety is an attitude, not a set 
of finite rules which might lead you astray. 
It is unfortunate that some have become 
blase' about big walls, and deep holes. 
Many are doing routes without the judg
ment needed for them. Many are also 
dying as a result. I ask climbers and cavers 
to put thought into their exploits, or OFF 
BE LAY, American Alpine News, and the 
N.S .S. News will continue to print articles 
about people who died senselessly. 

Anyone with further suggestions is 
urged to send them in. The combined ex
perience of many climbers perm its one 
smart climber to avoid several lifetimes 
of mistakes. -Gary Owens 

Aggie/and, Texas 
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HEAD 
JURIES 

Injuries to the skull and its contents 
are one of the most difficult first aid 
problems. The first rule is unquestionably 
to seek the aid of competent medical care. 
However, if the injury occurred in a re
mote mountain area, several hours or days 
may pass before the victim can receive 
proper attention. During this interval of 
time, the first aider must do his or her 
part. 

Head injuries in mountaineering sit
uations are invariably the result of a fall 
or being struck.by a falling object. Several 
factors will influence the severity of the 
injury-the distance of the fall, whether 
it was a direct or "broken" fall, whether 
the head hit first, the size of the falling 
object. The external appearance of the in
jury may vary; there may be no sign at all, 
or severe damage and bleeding. And it 
will be a rare situation when a head injury 
is the only consequence of an accident. 

Of course, the danger of incurring a 
head injury can be reduced by proper 
equipment, specifically a rock helmet. It 
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is well established that a properly designed 
helmet reduces or eliminates head injuries 
except in the case of very large falling ob
jects, or very severe impacts. However, 
many climbers choose not to use helmets. 
Hopefully, the choice is made with full 
understanding and acceptance of the haz
ards involved. 

What Happens Inside? 

External and superficial I nJuries 
about the head are no different from in
juries elsewhere, and are handled in much 
the same fashion. What makes a head in
jury different and many times more serious 
is what's inside-the brain. The brain is 
the essence of human life because it con
trols all other bodily and emotional 
functions. Unfortunately, despite its im
portance, the brain is not able to repair 
itself. Damage is permanent and, if exten
sive, fatal. 

In typical mountaineering accidents, 
a head injury may cause immediate damage 
to the brain or may precipitate a physio-

BY BRAD FRANCIS 

logical response which will cause damage 
if untreated. The first type of situation is 
obvious, though often not easy to recog
nize with certainty. The impact has been 
so severe, that the life controlling portion 
of the brain has been destroyed. If there 
is even the slightest doubt, the situation 
should be considered as non fatal, and the 
appropriate first aid performed. 

If the initial damage is not immedi
ately overwhelming, it may still have seri
ous consequences. It may inactivate im
portant bodily functions such as respira
tion, which will require immediate first 
aid. But the most insidious aspect of a 
head injury is the progressive build up of 
pressure within the skull, which can dam
age brain tissues uneffected by the initial 
injury and ultimately cause death. 

This pressure can originate in two 
ways. The impact can rupture blood 
vessels within the skull which bleed into 
the tissues or into the space between the 

Continued. 
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:········································· skull and the lining (dura) around the 
brain. Or the impact can cause simple 
swelling (cerebral edema). It is not impor
tant to be able to distinguish between 
cerebral edema and intracranial hemor
rhage. However, it is important to under- • 
stand how the brain will react. A severe 
blow to the head will always produce 

• . . . . 
• . 
• . . 

ACCIDENTAL HEAD INJURIES 
First Aid and Observation 

Check List 

Date Time 

1. Breathing 
a) Insure open airway. 
b) Mouth to mouth resuscitation, 

if necessary 

2. Bleeding 
a) Moderate-generous head dress

ings and snug bandages. 
b) Severe-continuous direct pres

sure or pressure point. 
c) Check for ear canal bleeding. 

3. Shock 
a) Keep victim warm and shel-

tered. 
b) Give no liquids or medication. 
c) Elevate head. 
d) Examine for shock producing 

injuries. 

4. Level of Responsiveness 
a) Victim conscious or uncon

scious? 
b) Victim oriented or confused? 
c) Victim responds to normal 

stimulation? 
d) Victim responds to painful 

stimulation? 

5. Vital Functions 

i bleeding and/or swelling of the brain, just 
as an injury will produce bruising or swell
ing in other parts of the body . Everyone 
is aware of how an injured ankle becomes 
too large for the shoe. In much the same 
way, an injured brain becomes too large 
for its container, the skull. If not allowed 
to expand, the swollen foot becomes pain
ful and can sustain permanent damage 
from the pressure and impaired circula
tion, but this is eased when the shoe is re
moved. When the brain is crowded the 
affects vary from a headache and dizziness 
to death because the pressure cannot be 
relieved. In severe cases, only surgery can 
prevent severe damage or death .1 

The rate of pressure build up is im
portant in determining the final outcome 
of the injury. If the bleeding or swelling 
produces only a slow steady build up of 
pressure, the visible rate of deterioration 
will be slow and the prognosis good. If 
bleeding and swelling are extensive, the 
victim will deteriorate rapidly with re
duced chances for survival. 

First Things First 

Most head injuries involve some scalp 
damage and brief unconsciousness. As in 
any accident, the first considerations are 
insuring a "patent" or open airway, con
trolling bleeding; and treating for shock.2 

a) Pulse-beats per minute? light 
and thready or deep and bound
ing? regular or irregular? 

Loosen restrictive clothing and 
search the mouth for broken teeth and 
foreign objects. Airway obstruction from 
a lax, mislocated tongue is common in an 
unconscious victim. Initiate mouth-to 
mouth resuscitation if the victim is not 
breathing. Concurrent chest and head in
juries constitute a particularly unfavorable 
combination, because a lack of oxygen 
caused by breathing distress can compli
cate brain injury. Insuring the victim is 
breathing adequately is a prime considera
tion of the initial first aid responses. 

b) Respiration-breaths per min
ute? deep or shallow, regular 
or irregular? 

c) Appearance-pale or flushed? 

6. Neurological Signs 
a) Pupils-do they react? fast or 

slow? equally or unequally? 
which side? 

b) Muscles-is there a weakness? 
a paralysis? which side? 

c) Convulsions-local muscular 
spasms? general, whole body 
conculsions? 

d) Speech difficulty? 
e) Vomiting? normal or project

ed? 
f) Loss of bladder control? 

bowel control? 

7. Other Responsibilities 
a) Perform other needed first aid. 
b) Send fully briefed volunteer 

to obtain outside help. 
c) Prepare for wait and eventual 

evacuation. 
d) Repeat observations every 

half hour. 

i 
= • • • • • • • • • • 
= 

Most often, bleeding is from the 
rich supply of relatively small, superifcial 
vessles in the scalp, and can be controlled 
by direct pressure with an adequate head 
dressing. Sustained arterial bleeding re
quires a knowledge of "pressure points," 
described in many first aid texts. 

Treat for shock as in other injuries 
with a few exceptions. Do not lower the 
victim's head. Do not give him any type 
of pain medication. Do not give him any 
liquids. Otherwise, keep him warm and 
comfortable, splint borken bones, etc, 
However, shock is a rare complication of 
head injury alone . Most often, signs of 
shock point to other injuries such as frac
tures of long bones, facial bones, abdomi
nal, or chest injuries. 

•........................................ , With immediate, life threatening 
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emergencies tended to, examine the victim 
for obvious fractures about the eyes and 
ears. Blood seeping from the ear canal in
dicates a fracture of the base of the skull. 
However, be sure the blood came from the 
ear canal and not an external wound. Al
ways cleanse the ear and watch for fresh 
seepage. 

And What Next? 

In the event of internal head injuries 
it is important to realize that you can do 
very little in the way of direct first aid. 
However, regular observations of the vic
tim's condition must be made and record
ed. Without this information, the attend
ing physician will not be able to determine 
whether the victim is improving or deterio
rating and at what rate changes are taking 
place. The prospect of recovery from 
severe head injury depends on the speed 
with which appropriate treatment is insti
tuted, and this in turn depends on early 
diagnosis. 

The members of the climbing party 
can provide information invaluable for 
later treatment. An accurate description 
of the accident may help the attending 
physician in locating fractures or explain
ing signs that develop long after the injury. 

The first question asked by the at
tending physician will be is the victim bet
ter, worse or the same? In other words, 
what was the victim like earlier. Hence it 
is of paramount importance to obtain a 
comprehensive "base-line" as soon after 
the accident as possible. It is equally im
portant that these initial observations be 
recorded in concise terms that are fully 
intelligible to those who later must decide 
what treatment is indicated. 

Most important are signs of deter· 
ioration caused by increased intracranial 
(inside the skull) pressure. These are a 
lowering of the level of responsiveness, 
slowing of the pulse rate, rising of the 
blood pressure, a slowing of the respiration 
rate, and the appearance of neurological 
abnormalities. These features represent 
changes in the victim's condition and can 
be recognized only if a recorded evalua
tion was made previously. Conversely, 
improvement can be confirmed clearly and 
confidently only if the victim is more re
sponsive, there are no signs of deteriora
tion, and that any neurological abnormali
ties recognized earlier have lessened or dis
appeared. 

In the record of observations, it is 
important to make a distinction between 
two commonly misunderstood terms
sign and symptom. A sign is what the ob
server sees in the victim, what you as the 
first aider can actually determine by ex
amination, such as swelling, pallor, clum
siness, rapid breathing. A symptom on 
the other hand is what the victim tells the 
observer, such things as pain, dizziness, 
blurred vision. Your record of the victim's 
condiliu11 ~11uuld clearly indicate whether 
you are reporting a sign or symptom. Since 
the terms are easily confused, it is prob-
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ably best not to use them at all. Instead 
indicate clearly whether you are recording 
what the victim said or what you observed. 

Observations which should be made 
and recorded fal I into three categories, ( 1) 
level of responsiveness, (2) vital functions, 
and (3) abnormal neurological signs. 

Level of Responsiveness 

Is the victim rational and correctly 
oriented, or is he confused and disorient
ed? Is he alert or drowsy, rousable or un
rousable? Is he rousable to his name being 
called? To being shaken? To being un
comfortably stimulated (tickling of under
arms or soles of feet)? If he responds is it 
verbally, by coordinated movements or 
by uncoordinated, inaccurate attempts to 
find the stimulation and stop it? Is he 
unresponsive even to normally painful 
stimuli? 

If the answers to these questions are 
recorded carefully at the outset, they will 
give a clear picture of any change in the 
level of responsiveness to the physician 
who sees the victim later, information 
needed to decide whether the victim is 
better, worse, or the same. However, 
avoid vague adjectives such as "semi-stup
orous." Instead give a brief description of 
what the victim is capable or incapable of 
doing. Later observations of the level of 
responsiveness consists simply of deter
mining whether the victim responds dif
ferently than at the previous examination. 

Vital Functions 

The pulse rate, respiration rate, and 
blood pressure are the important vital 
signs; all but the last can be observed in 
the field. But if the pulse or heart beat is 
adequately described, some information 
about the blood pressure may be inferred. 

1. Head injuries were also discussed in 
"Improvised First Aid for Mountaineer
ing Injuries" by Otto Trott, M.D. if OFF 
BELAY No. 1. 

2. Author's note: Many first aid refer
ences place control of bleeding ahead of 
breathing in the initial first aid response. 
However, I have personally participated 
in the initial treatment of more than one 
hundred and fifty cardiac arrests in hos
pitals where it is standard procedure to 
attend to resuscitation first, no matter 
what other complications are present. 

It is true that extensive, uncontrolled 
bleeding may result in fatal shock or 
death through loss of blood. However, 
the penalty for not breathing is equally 
severe. Failure to breathe for 3 to 5 min
utes can cause residual brain damage. A 
more severe consequence isan irreversable 
acidosis (chemical change in the blood 
caused by a build up of carbon dioxide) 
and death. Mechanical resuscitation of 
an unconscious victim will prevent this 
fatal shift in blood chemistry as long as 
the heart is still beating. 

While there may be situations where 
extreme bleeding must be given priority, 
the recommended initial response is to in
sure the victim is breathing. The latest 
revision of the American Red Cross Ad
vanced First Aid Manual (page 21) now 
recommends this approach also. -8.F. 
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A progressive slowing of the pulse with a 
"bounding" or drum-like quality is an in
dication of increased blood pressure. A 
light and "thready" pulse is an indication 
of low blood pressure. 

In head injuries, lower blood pres
sure occurs very late in the course of the 
victim's condition, and indicates that pres
sure is being exerted on the brain stem 
which controls all vital functions. A 
slowing of respiration is also a late sign of 
brain stem compression. 

Abnormal Neurological Signs 

Pupil response is the most important 
sign in this category, although it can be 
somewhat ambiguous. The muscles that 
control the iris, the colored part of the 
eye, are in turn controlled by structures 
within the brain which are very sensitive 
to increases in pressure. If a blood vessel 
on one side of the brain is bleeding, the 
increase in pressure on that side will in
variably effect the pupil on the same side. 

Pupil response if observed regularly 
can be an extremely important sign in the 
progress of the victim's condition. After 
breathing is assured and bleeding stopped, 
shade the victim's eyes and allow the pu
pils to dilate. Then direct a light at each 
pupil and observe their response. The im
portant observations to make are these. 
Are the pupils equal? Do they both react 
to light? If not, in what way are they ab
normal or different from each other? Be 
sure to indicate which eye you're observ
ing, right or left, since later both may be 
affected. 

Pupils are usually normally reactive 

immediately after the injury, unless of 
course there has been direct damage to the 
eyes or the sight mechanism itself. Theim
portant change which may occur is the 
pupil on the side of the injury begins to 
dilate and becomes less and less reactive 
to light. By the time it is widely dilated 
and fixed, the other pupil will usually have 
started to behave in the same way. If 
both pupils become dilated and fixed, the 
brain probably has suffered irreparable 
damage, often precluding any sort of use
ful recovery even if the cause of the in
creasing internal pressure is controlled. 

Other abnormal neurological signs 
to look for are muscle weakness, paralysis, 
muscle spasms or convulsions, speech dif
ficulty, vomiting, and loss of bladder or 
bowel control. 

Extent of Observations 

After the initial post-accident record, 
the observations should be repeated each 
half hour for twelve hours, and longer if 
full consciousness is not restored. During 
this period, the evacuation should be ar
ranged, since time is an important factor 
in the final outcome. 

The usual picture of a severe head 
injury victim an hour or two after the 
accident is a conscious or partially con
scious individual, flushed face, rapid shal
low breathing, bounding pulse around 40 
to 50 beats per minute, with slowly reac
tive, often unequal pupils. If this type of 
deterioration is observed, evacuation to 
medical assistance must be accomplished 
with the greatest haste. -Brad Francis 

Seattle, Washington 
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The earliest known picture of an avalanche-Hans Burgkmair's 
wood engraving for "Theuerdank," 1517, which describes 
the adventures of Emperor Maximilian I. 
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In venturing to present a translation of the 
chapter "De ltinerum Alpinorum" from Josias 
Simler's De Alpibus Commentarius, I do so 
chiefly because of its unfamiliarity to English
speaking mountaineers. While the entire work 
was translated into French by Coolidge (1904), 
and into German by Steinitzer (1931), with the 
exception of a few excerpts by Coolidge and 
others, there has never been a complete English 
translation. Yet this chapter gives sound and 
detailed advice in the matter of Alpine travel, 
and was the most complete source of such in
formation until the appearance of Emile Zsig
mondy's "Die Gefahren der A/pen" (1885), and 
H. Baumgartner's "Die Gefahren des Berg
steigens" (1996). 

Simler's work was published by the fa
mous Zurich press of Froschouer in 1574-a 
press from which came Conrad Gesner's monu
mental Historia Animalium, as well as the first 
complete Bible in the English language. Al
though Sim/er'saccountisnotbased upon a per
sonal journey, he presents for the first time the 
necessary precautions required of travelers in 
the Alps. The vividness of the descriptions 
makes it unnecessary that any apology be made 
to climbers who take interest in the history of 
their sport. -J. Monroe Thorington 
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Josias Simler, 1530-1576 

Hitherto I have described the most 
frequented roads leading through the Alps: 
now I will devote myself to the difficulties 
and danger which confront the traveler in 
the mountains and then explain how he 
may overcome them. Now, the roads in 
the Alps are difficult and dangerous on ac
count of their narrowness, precipices, ice 
and snow, and because of cold, wind, and 
storm. First and foremost, almost all paths 
in the mountains are by very nature rough 
and narrow; occasionally they are carved 
in the rocks by the labor and work of men, 
yet they remain so contracted that they 
are scarcely 'to be used by pack-animals; in 
some places their width does not exceed 
two feet. Often, where the trail is inter
rupted, one finds a balcony carried as a 
bridge from one rock to another, or there 
are props fixed sol idly to the smooth walls 
of rock, strengthened by long poles, and 
by means of clods and faggots an actually 
suspended 'path is built. Often where no 
rocks contract, the path is nevertheless 
narrow in very deep snow, in which a track . 
trodden by men presents no danger; for 
flanked by the soft deep snow the travelers 
could not deviate from it. 
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Many times from such places the 
view into the depths of the valley causes 
such terror to the wanderer that numbers, 
afraid of being overcome with dizziness,· 
allow themselves to be led by the hand by 
natives who are accustomed to these paths. 
Sometimes it is possible to be taken over 
on horses, which are able to pass narrow 
trails in safety. But even if no crossing 
in the Alps is quite unconquerable, yet 
the narrowness of the way brings.it about · 
that because of difficulty in transporting 
baggage and artillery one cannot take an 
army on every road. 

Since one finds long gorges even 
where the road is otherwise rather easy, 
one must take care that travelers in these 
narrow places suffer no harm, especially • 
that no ill befall the herdsmen who accom
pany the herds of cattle and horses. For · 
annually it is the custom to drive a large 
number of oxen and horses across the · 
Alps, especially from Switzerland and 
Germany to Italy. There is no little dan
ger that some alarm may throw the ani- . 
mals into confusion and drive them to 
their death in the depths. On this account, 
travelers who cross the Alps, especially 

drovers who accompany pack-animals or 
large cattle, settle definitely the hours at 
which they shall start in order to meet each 
other on the summits of passes, where · 
there is usually a level place. But if they 
should encounter each other elsewhere, 
there is a distinct understanding as to 
which may remain on the trail and who 
must make way . 

Precipitous and rugged places further· 
increase the difficulty of Alpine paths, · 
and particularly if the tracks are covered 
with ice, for which reason the travelers 
and the shepherds, as well as the hunters 
who frequently roam over the highest 
mountains, provide for their safety by 
various precautions. To guard against the 
slipperiness of the ice, these people are, 
accustomed to tie iron shoes, 1 like those 
of horses, and furnished with three sharp 
prongs, securely to their feet, so that they 
may get firm foothold on the ice; others 
furnish the thongs, by which the sandals 
are tied under the foot, in the same way, 
with a very sharp iron spike, and employ. 
other means in order to resist the slipperi-

Continued. 
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ness of the ice and to improve their foot
ing. In some places they use staves tipped 
with an iron point,' and, resting their 
weight on them, are in the habit of ascend
ing steep slopes. These staves they call 
alpenstocks, and they are chiefly used by 
the shepherds. Sometimes also shepherds 
and hunters let themselves down steep and 
almost precipitous places, when there is 
no other way, by cutting down branches 
from the trees (particularly firs), and then 
sitting on them as though riding a horse, 
and thus sliding down. When heavy carts 
are to be let down difficult places like 
these, they sometimes lower them by great 
ropes worked by means of cranes and 
pulleys.2 

This expedient was already known 
to the ancients, as Ammianus Marcellinus 
asserts, whose words we have quoted in 
our description of the Cottian Alps. 
[Lambert d'Hersfeld d'] Aschaffenburg 
records something similar, in mentioning 
the great impediments to Emperor Henry 
IV in his winter crossing of the Alps: 
"The Empress and the ladies-in-waiting 
were seated on cowhides which the guides 
let down. Also, the horses were let down 
by means of machines, or dragged by 
their bound legs, through which many 
were killed or died later of exhaustion." 
Steep slopes are to be found in many 
places on the same mountain, for if it ap
pears that the way climbs uniformly, and 
that, having overcome the ridge, the visible 
crest where the route lies is the summit of 
the pass, then you see when you have 
reached it a level place and then again a 
new slope ahead, a painful deception for 
those who are unused to mountains. 
People often persuade themselves that the 
mountains are not so high or so steep, for 
seen near by they estimate the rise to be 
less than the reality. If they can then grasp 
this and have discovered that their eyes 
deceive them, then they complain of the 
increased exertion. Silius has observed 
this phenomenon and recorded it in ele
gant verse: "The more they climb and the 
greater their efforts to ascend and cross the 
rise, the more their labor increases. The 
difficulties ahead are revealed to the weary 
travelers, and other barriers arise, so that 
it is not possible to look back upon their 
violent and toilsome efforts; so much do 
the horrid scenes, recurring, bring terror 
to their eyes; and there is nothing to bound 
their vision except the sweep of glistening 
snow. As on the high sea, when fair earth 
has been lost to sight, and the sails un
filled by a breeze hang limp against the 
length of the mast, the mariner gazes over 
the watery expanse, and, overcome by 
the monotonous surfaces, wornout, lifts 
his eyes to the sky." Ice in the Alps is of 
importance, not only through its slipperi
ness rendering the routes more difficult, 
but it asserts itself in other far greater 
dangers. In not a few places overhanging 
rocks threaten with their appearance of 
instability, which arouses great fea r in the 
inexperienced traveler . But this kind of 
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rock is seldom dangerous, much more of
ten it is the ice which sometimes sweeps 
down from the heights to the paths below, 
covering and breaking them , and seriously 
endangering the traveler passing at the 
time. Strabo writes as follows of this 
peril: "The slippery ice masses, poorly 
secured above, slide to the valleys and en
tirely cover the paths. Often new ice rests 
on top of old, especially if snowfall inter
venes, before the sun can entirely remove 
the superficial crust which covers the 
ground." Further, that ancient ice, over 
which one must sometimes make one 's 
way, has deep chasms in it, three or four 
feet wide, and often even larger, into 
which if a man falls he must without 
doubt perish. !t happens also that these 
chasms may be covered by fresh snow, or 
by snow blown together by the wind. 
Hence, those who tend travel in the Alps 
hire men who know the places to go in 
front as guides. They gird these men with 
a rope, to which some of those who come 
after also bind themselves; the leading man 
sounds the way with a long pole, and 
carefully keeps a look-out in the snow for 
these chasms; but if he unexpectedly falls 
into one of them, he is held up and drawn 
out again by those of his comrades who 
are tied by the same rope as he is. When 
there is no snow over these pits, there is 
less danger, but yet they must sometimes 
be crossed by a jump; for there are no 
bridges here except that sometimes those 
who lead beasts of burden over such 
places (which rarely happens) carry wood
en planks with them, and lay them before 
the beasts so that they can cross these 
chasms by means of a bridge.3 

The snowfall at times in many parts 
of the Alps reaches such a depth that 
beast and man perish if they sink in it; it 
is no less a peril than if they were sub
merged in water. Claudian has this to say 
about it: "Many have been engulfed be
neath vast masses of snow, and often carts 
and the oxen that draw them are plunged 
into the shimmering depths of the cre
vasse." On account of which, and that 
travelers should be on their guard, the 
natives are accustomed to erect long poles 
in the snow, which Marcellinus calls stili 
lignei (wooden poles), by which the wan
derers are directed. But usually they are 
neglectful about this in order to compel 
the travelers who do not know the route 
to requisition their services. Finally, in 
order to facilitate the passage of the roads, 
the people dwelling in the vicinity of the 
passes were bound by strict ordinances to 
keep the way open, a labor not uncon
nected with much work and danger. On 
this account men of the nearby villages 
almost daily traverse both sides of the 
pass; if they recognize an impending 
catastrophe, they warn the travelers and 
improve the route . In many communities, 
after the first snowfall , they drive oxen 
through the new snow over the old track, 
which not only breaks a path by their 
hoofs, knees, and chests, but also levels it 

be means of a beam which they draw be
hind, and they believe that these animals 
recognize the trail much more quickly 
than horses and are better adapted for 
leveling and reopening it. If these measures 
do not suffice to keep the roads clear, 
numbers of laborers are engaged to open 
the way by pushing the snow to one side 
with spades, shovels, and other tools. In 
addition, the merchants are obliged, if an 
unexpected blizzard arrives, to have the 
highway cleared by hired people and at 
great expense, in order to permit the trans
portation of their wares. 

Further, those who wish to walk 
over deep snow, in places where there are 
no paths, make use of the following expe
dient to prevent themselves from sinking 
in it. They tie to their feet small thin 
wooden boards or wooden hoops (such as 
are used in binding wine casks) woven 
together by a sort of lattice-work of cord 
of a foot in diameter.4 In this fashion, as 
they make larger steps, they do not sink 
in and do not go deep down into the 
snow.5 

In Xenophon we read something 
similar: when the Greeks crossed the 
Armenian ranges by a route blocked with 
snow, taught by the natives, they bound 
little sacks to the feet of their horses and 
beasts of burden, which otherwise with 
bare feet would have sunk to their bellies 
in the snow. 

The greatest of all dangers is the 
sliding of the piled-up snow,6 which we 
call Louwinen, and in the Grisons is named 
Labinae, a designation doubtless derived 
from labare (to slide); also, the German 
form [Lawine} is a corruption of Labinae. 
The least circumstance suffices to set the 
snow masses in motion: for example, if 
on a steep and treeless slope it be disturbed 
by the passage of a flying bird, by any 
other animal, by strong wind, or by the 
cry of men traversing it. In the latter case 
the air current from the repercussion of 
the sound, which is called "echo," serves 
as the impetus that sets the snow in mo
tion. Through such disturbances, be they 
never so slight, the snow set in motion 
forms into a ball, which in spinning down 
becomes so huge and ungainly that further 
revolutions are prevented. Therefore, it 
slides down with extraordinarily acceler
ated force, becoming larger and larger, so 
that it tears down with it to the foot of 
the mountain rocks, trees, ibex and other 
animals, men and houses-in short, every
thing in its course. 

The snow masses projected in this 
fashion often cover many acres; they fall 
with such a crash from the mountains 
that the earth itself seems to quiver, and 
one who was unaware of the foregoing 
would believe it resembled the distant roll 
of thunder. But these avalanches do not 
occur in all places at all seasons, but only 
on treeless slopes, usually at the time when 
the snow melts and softens in the warmth 
of spring, or if in autumn and winter great 
masses of new snow suddenly begin to· 
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glide on icy and slippery old snow, and 
under conditions of unusual cold with 
clear sky. However, one must differentiate 
two kinds of avalanches: the one, when 
fresh-fallen soft snow balls and slides; the 
other, formed of old snow and tearing off 
a layer of soil with it. The latter are larger 
and cause more damage than the former . 

Some years ago a mighty avalanche, 
falling in the Rheinwald Valley, in the 
Grisons near the source of the Rhine, dev
astated and covered in its course a forest 
of gigantic firs. Sixty or more Swiss 
soldiers on the march through the Alps 
were cut off and overwhelmed by the 
snow masses. Yet once in a while people, 
caught by an avalanche, remain alive be
neath the snow and are dug out by the 
native and thereby called back from the 
underworld . But this happens only when 
the accumulation consists of new-fallen 
snow, and the individual is buried near the 
floor of the valley where the slide stops; 
if the prisoner can move his hands in the 
snow which is not yet hardened and make 
a space before his face so that it is possi
ble to breathe, he may remain alive two 
and even three days. 

If avalanches have fallen, the inhabi
tants of the mountains ascertain whether 
on this day any travelers have been on 
the way; they estimate the elapsed time 
and determine in .this manner whether 
they might be in difficulty with the ava
lanches; in this event the strongest people 
make ready to excavate the snow, in order 
to see whether or not someone has been 
trapped, that they may be helped or whose 
life might be saved. On level places and in 
the valleys the precipitated snow masses 
come to a stop, pile up, and sometimes 
obstruct the courses of the mountain 
brooks whose beds they occupy ; if the 
people do not remove th is obstacle, the 
backed-up impounded water sometimes 
breaks the dam with no little peril to the 
natives. In the areas in which avalanches 
falling from the mountains are expected, 
there are no houses in the valley-bottom, 
not even huts or cattle-pens, for the 
peasants are accustomed to build and to 
live where an adjacent hillock intervenes 
between themselves and the avalanche 
tracks. In Canton Uri, at the foot of the 
St. Gothard, there stretches an extensive 
forest of beautiful fir-trees, which acts as 
a wall constructed against avalanches, for 
in this corner of the mountains, with this 
exception, one finds no other trees or for
ests. It is planted in the form of a triangle, 
so that while it is the rule for avalanches 
to destroy trees, there is no danger that 
this forest will be torn down; it protects 
itself through its peculiar form of con
struction, becoming always wider and 
thicker. Quite often, on account of the 
narrowness of the valley, because there is 
•no other place to build, roads are carried 
through sections exposed to avalanche 
danger. In order to avgid the danger, the 
travelers must start at daybreak, when the 
peril is less, and pass the dangerous places 
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The climbing irons slip on the moss- from a wood 
engraving by Leonhard Beck in "Theuerdank," 1517, 
the first book to show alpine equipment. 

as quietly and as quickly as possible. 
The mountain dwellers who know 

these spots exactly arid recognize the im
pending danger by certain signs, warn the 
strangers to take care. If a huge mass of 
snow has obliterated the road , it melts 
finally after considerable time : one is 
obliged to traverse it as if it were a new 
little mountain or a hillock in the way. 
Avalanches or great snow masses which 
fall from the heights have apparently been 
described by Silius in the following verses : 
"There, where the path is broken by the 
gleaming slope of the hill, which the cold 
has frozen solidly, he [Hannibal] pierces 
with his iron the ice which resists: the 
detached snow hurls men into the chasm, 
and falling with violence from the high 
peak buries the squadrons alive." The 
poet depicts with great exactness how 
Hannibal conquered the smooth and icy 
slopes, covered in deep soft melting snow, 
in which the marching soldiers disappeared 
as if they had been swallowed by a gulf, 
and how the snow coming down from the 
heights tore whole squadrons of cavalry 
with it. But similar misfortunes occur only 
on very high mountains and on steep 
slopes, chiefly when great accumulations 
of snow, fallen on ice, begin to soften and 
melt, so that the heaped-up snow precipi-

tates as an avalanche . This is doubtless 
what Claudian wished to describe in the 
following verses in which, to be sure, he 
speaks not of ice, but of snow: "Some
times the mountain plunges down as an 
avalanche of ice, and under warm sky 
tears down with it the foundations lightly 
secured to the steep slope." Further, 
among othe·r evils, the intense cold is very 
troublesome to those making a journey 
through the Alps, especially as long as the 
north wind is blowing, in consequence of 
which the limbs of many men often burn 
by reason of the extreme cold, while in 
the case of others their ears or noses, or 
their fingers or toes, and even the feet 
themselves, grow numb by reason of the 
cold, and die. Many lose their eyesight 
through continually going over snow. 
Against these evils there are various safe
guards: for the eyes, something black 
should be put over them, or what they 
call glass spectacles: 7 for other parts of 
the body it is advisable that they should 
be well protected against the cold by skins 
and thick clothes; paper and parchment 
protect the breast very well from cold 
winds; but if the feet are benumbed at 
night, when the shoes are taken off, they 

Continued on 47. 
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Wilmore Wilderness, Canadian Rockies 

On Mount Rainier, Washington 

Eldorado Peak, North Cascades, Washington 

Bristlecone Pine Snag, California 

East Temple, Wind Rivers, Wyoming 
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Send your name, address, and $.25 for our latest catalogue. We also have a newt-shirt for $5 
(specify S, M , L, or XL); a $2 poster; and a handy feedbag, also $2. 

JanSport, Department 0 , Paine Field Industrial Park, Everett, Washington 98204 

Pairof 
hikers. 

~99a£aid 
A tough hiking and light climbing boot for men and women. Fully 
lined and flexible at the ankle with Vibram® soles. Made of 
reverse leather for better water-proofing. Average height 6½". 
Men 's sizes 6-13; N, M, W. Women's sizes 3-9; XN, N, M. (Our 
full-color catalog included with this purchase.) Annual money
back dividend to Co-op members. 
Shop REI in Seattle and Berkeley. Use coupon below or call toll 
free 800 426-0351. 

-----------:~; 
Recreational Equipment Inc. 
" The Original Outdoor Co-op-Est. 1938" 
P.O. Box 22090 , Seattle , WA 98122 
D Enclosed is my check or money order for _____ pair(s) 
of Raichle Rotondo boots at $49.00 postpaid. 
Men's size(s) ___________ _____ _ 

Women's size(s) ----,------ -------
Send tracing of foot in sock. 
Offer expires Sept. 30, 1975. 
Add 5.3% sales tax in Washington ; 
6.5 % in California. 
D I want to be a member, enclosed is $2.00. 
D Please send me free color catalog only. 
NAME ___________________ _ 

ADDRESS __________________ _ 
CITY ___________________ _ 
STATE _ ___________ ZIP _ _ _ ___ _ 
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GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS With spring wire $8.75 
ASCENDERS with quick release pin$10.75 

include 25¢ postage per ascender / 50¢ airmail 

ROPE ; SLING I CARABINERS GIBBS PRODUCTS 
20% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 854 PADLEY STREET 

of $90. OR MORE. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO: 
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Rick LaBelle: The Quest for a Systematic Ethic 
-Bonatti and Messner 

For the past year America's arm
chair climbers have been snapping up 
copies of two books from Europe which 
have recently been translated into English: 
Walter Bonatti's The Great Days and 
Reinhold Messner's The Seventh Grade
Very Extreme Climbing. Messner's book 
suffers a bit from lack of detail in the 
descriptions of many of the climbs, but 
his stories of the solo ascents of the 
Philipp-Flamm route on the Punta Tissi 
and the North Face of Les Droites are 
"must" reading. The Great Days abounds 
with exciting tales, and Bonatti's account 
of the solo winter ascent of the North 
Face of the Matterhorn is a classic. I sus
pect, though, that both books have found 
such a wide audience because they have 
opened up a fascinating "can of worms:" 
the emotional impact, physical require
ments, and ethical issues associated with 
super-severe climbing. 

The most significant likeness be
tween Bonatti and Messner lies in the self
conscious and controversial nature of their 
works. Both men portray their amazing 
climbing careers as manifestations of the 
ethic of "pure" climbing, and they employ 
the criterion of purity to answer their 
critics and to disparage the prevailing 
mediocrity of the climbing community. 
(Bonatti applies the term "mediocrity" 
not to his collegues' technical competence, 
but rather to their attitude, especially 
their willingness to use bolts and other 
aids when they could have overcome an 
obstacle by drawing upon courage.) 
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Interestingly, these two climbers 
underline these similarities themselves. 
Messner contends that Bonatti and Enzo 
Cozzolini brought the seventh grade into 
existence, and remarks that Bonatti and 
Hias Rebitsch stood out in favor of "fair 
play," that is, the refusal to subdue a hard 
route by use of bolts. Bonatti goes even 
further, as he dedicates his book "to 
Reinhold Messner, last youthful hope of 
the great tradition of mountaineering." 
At the end of the book he announces his 
retirement and passes the torch of "a 
glorious past" to Messner, the only person 
he judges worthy of the role. 

What, then, are the main points of 
this ethic which the two men share? Mes
sner refers to his pursuits as "non-com
petitive" climbing-that is, a preoccupation 
with improvement of one's personal stan
dards that is so exclusive that it transcends 
even competition against other men's 
standards. The key concept in his defini
tion of the "seventh grade" is Messner's 
belief that the traditional grading system 
is inadequate because it implies that there 
is an absolute limit to human abilities, 
when in fact there is none. He will not be 
satisfied with grading systems " .. . unless 
the scale of difficulty is allowed to remain 
open at the top . .. Naturally progress be
comes slower the more we approach the 
maximum, but it is there and should not 
be excluded. . . The desire to do so will 
irresistibly drive the level of performance 

ever higher." Messner's view is, on the one 
hand. a re-workin~ of the old idea of "man Continued. 
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SNOW LION POLARGUARD® BAGS 
HELP CONQUER THE MOOSE'S TOOTH 

Gary Bocarde, Mike Clark, Charlie Porter, and 
John Svenson made the first ascent of the 
southwest face of the Moose's Tooth in June, 
1974. Although it snowed or rained six of their 
eight nights on the exposed face, they were kept 
warm and dry by Snow Lion Super Polarguard® 
bags. 

If you would like a catalog of Snow Lion's 
innovative products and the name of your nearest 
Snow Lion dealer write to: Snow Lion, P.O. Box 
9056, Berkeley, CA 94709. 

e» 
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The 11th essential 
for safe outdooring . • • 
MOUNTAINEERING FIRST AID: A guide to accident 
response and first aid care; dealing with and preventing 
remote-area accidents; providing immediate, temporary 
care for common injuries, emergencies; rescue prepara
tions. 96 pp, paperbound. $195 (plus ·18¢ shipping). 

MEDICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERING. Handbook for 
treating illnesses, accidents in remote areas where a 
doctor is many days away. Compiled by climber
physicians experienced in expeditionary medical 
problems. 350 pp, hardbound. $7.50 (plus 26¢ shipping). 

Wash. residents add 5.3% tax 

THE MOUNTAINEERS 
719 Pike St., Seattle WA 98101 

facts you ~\ 
should~£ a know . .. ( about vero cuoio) 

FABIANO BOOTS are constructed with 
genuine leather innersoles,. linings. up
pers and midsoles ( where applied. l 

C 
ro ·-.D 

FABIANO BOOTS are made in 
3 widths. Size from 4 to 16 and 
one-piece upper design. 

NO SYNTHETICS! ... The 
or,ly inan made materials 
used are the soles, eyelets. 

hooks and beading. 

ro ffllCEfw-lCC, COMPARE ... 
Most competitors are NOW using SYNTHEncs in place of LEATHER. 

WHEN BETTER BOOTS ARE MADE-FABIANO WILL MAKE THEM! 

send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 

,.L__ DEPT. A-3 -850 SUMMER ST 
Fohiono.::::.noe.CJo_,]111!. SOUTH BOSTON. MASS . 02127. 
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A SYSTEMATIC ETHIC 

Continued. 

the measure of all things," but it is also 
the most radical application of "man seek
ing to be more than man" that one can 
imagine-radical, because as both he and 
Bonatti admit, it is only by luck that they 
have managed to avoid being killed. 

The aim of this approach to climb
ing is nothing less than a deeper, more 
spiritual insight into oneself. As Messner 
explains, "By means of exertion and con
centration the climber keeps alert, he sees 
things in a new light and with a clarity 
and spiritual mobility which can for ex
ample be attained by meditation. Above 
all he sees himself in a new relationship 
to the world." Likewise, Bonatti talks 
about how the various cl im bing-situations 
which he has faced have induced self-re
flection. He claims that his attitude to
ward mountaineering contains a truth, 
"the truth of man," which transcends 
materialistic premises and even his own 
psychological responses to climbing. Un
like Messner, who emphasizes the recep
tion of insight, Bonatti gives greater im
portance to the aggressive or assertive ele
ment, which he often refers to as the "act 
of courage." The act of courage which is 
part of very severe climbing "resound like 
a hymn to life," reaffirming the truth of 
the immortality of man. -

One should ask questions about their 
logic, here: if extreme climbing engenders 
personal insight (for Messner) or personal 
growth (for Bonatti) but necessarily ex
poses them to the great possibility of get
ting killed, as they both acknowledge, then 
can their endeavor succeed? Obviously, a 
man who is dead cannot profit from his 
experience. The question is academic as 
far as Bonatti is concerned, since he has 
retired. But while Messner proposes in his 
book that one can theoretically calculate 
about how long a man can climb before 
he falls to his death, he also concedes that 
it is by good luck that he has survived the 
special dangers of his brand of mountain
eering. When he relates his ethic to actual 
climbing situations, he no longer sounds 
so convinced that physical and psycholo
gical training can guarantee safety in super
severe climbing. In one chapter he muses 
about the high percentage of great Euro
pean climbers who have been killed. In 
another, he ponders the death of one of 
his companions, the stone-fall that swept 
the North Face of Les Droites just before 
he began his climb, and the occasion when 
his piton-hammer broke while he was in 
the middle of a rock face. His only answer 
to these considerations is to contend that 
the dangers which he encounters are like 
those which all people face in everyday 
life-driving a car or getting sick, for ex
ample. This explanation can satisfy the 
reader only if he shares Messner's fatal
istic view of reality, since Messner fails to 
come to grips with the crucial distinction 
between hazards met incidentally, as part 
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of normal life, and hazards undertaken as 
an act of the will. To put it another way, 
he makes at least as good a case for med i
tation as he does for severe climbing. 

Bonatti's and Messner's most effec
tive practical application of their ethic lies 
in their uncompromising condemnation 
of the use of bolts. Their "spiritual" ap
proach to the issue lies in direct contrast 
to one common American attitude, which 
could be called "conservationalist." In 
keeping with the conservationalist ap
proach, for example, men who have drilled 
no small number of bolt-holes themselves 
can criticize the Wall of the Early Morning 
Light climb, but only because Harding 
and Caldwell went to extremes. The Am
erican respect for mountains' beauty or 
inherent sanctity does not condemn bolt
ing absolutely (except for the rare person 
who takes pantheism seriously) and thus 
is susceptible to "situation-ethic" abuses, 
since it leaves itto the ambitious mountain
eer to decide in mid-climb whether the 
use of x number of bolts to overcome an 
obstacle is excessive. Messner, on the 
other hand, refuses even to carry a bolt 
kit because its very presence in the ruck
sack eliminates the element of uncertainty 
in the climb. Bonatti contends that the 
"true significance of the sport is lost for
ever" to the man who uses bolts; that man, 
not the mountain, is the loser when a bolt 
is used, since man is "humiliated by the 
machine." The objection could be raised 
that bolting is no more artifical than aid
climbing with pitons (which technique 
both Bonatti and Messner have employed 
on occasion). But Bonatti's reply to this 
objection is that the use of pitons and 
slings differs from bolting in the crucial 
factor of preserving the potential impossi
bility of any given mountain-route. 

Climbers who share these two au
thors' concern for purity and self-improve
ment, but stop short of their extreme ap
plication of the ethic, might consider a 
possible extension of Bonatti's "respect 
for human values" reasoning : namely that 
respect for the man's life is logically prior 
to concern for spiritual values such as 
courage, which are only part of the man's 
life, and which cannot exist if the life is 
extinguished. (And respect for life is in-
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finitely more important than respect for 
the beauty of a piece of rock.) According 
to this reasoning it would be wise to carry 
a bolt kit, but only as a last resort to en
sure safe retreat in an extremely hazardous 
situation-never as a means to progress up 
the mountain. Preservation of the element 
of uncertainty makes sense only if it does 
not include uncertainty about surviving 
the ascent, since failure to survive would 
be counter-productive. And in keeping 
with Messner's and Bonatti's own reason- . 
ing about courage and growth , it wou ld 
represent a greater spiritual triumph to 
overcome a blank section without the use 
of bolts if the potential for pulling out 
the bolt kit were real. 

It could also be said that wh ile the 
two European masters' criticism of the use 
of bolts is based upon their attitude to
ward man rather than their attitude to
ward nature, their approach to climbing 
does not preclude a great respect fo r moun
tains. Bonatti's The Great Days bristles 
with details about the physical character
istics of mountain-routes, even individual 
cracks, bulges and slabs. His narratives and 
his photography demonstrate a deep love 
for the beauty of the peaks. Similarly, 
Messner likens mountains to "living 
things." He explains, also, that he has 
spent entire summers preparing himself 
for a particular climb. Perhaps the very 
nature of mountains engenders this love 
and respect, forces ambitious men to make 
specialized preparations, and encourages 
them to adopt a non-competitive attitude : 
for the infinite variety of mountain terrain 
makes each route a unique challenge that 
calls for the appropriate human response. 
Viewed in this light the human, spiritual 
approach to mountaineering seems to be 
rooted in respect for mountains. 

Besides offering superb entertain
ment, Bonatti and Messner have captured 
attention by challenging people to think. 
The Great Days and The Seventh Grade 
venture to address basic questions about 
man and his devotion to climbing. In so 
doing they dare climbers to be fully what 
a man must be: a rational an imal, or-as 
Bonatti and Messner might put it-a spir
itual animal, -Rick La Belle 

Seattle, Washington 
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BLUEWATER SMC FORREST 

THE CLIMBER'S CORNER OF 

FORKS VALLEY SPORTSWORLD 
P.O. BOX 805, EASTON, PENNSYLVAN IA 18042 
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BIVSAK , • . is a zip-on bivouac extension 
which doubles for gear storage in camp (d raw
strings both ends). Mates with YAKPAK's 
40" top circumference; 60" at head, giving 
ample space to stow boots and read a book. 
YAKPAK's deep dewla ps give fantastic foot 
room . Mates to DAYPAK. Coated. 1-man, 
10 oz, $15; 2-m an, 18 oz, $24. 

DAYPAKu. is a 2000 cu. in. summit pack, 
pear-shaped to keep load high. Padded 
shoulder straps, waistbelt. 7.5 oz Cordura, 
double-stitched seams. Attaches to YAKPAK 
flap. 12 oz, $18. Flap not included, separ
ately, $7. 
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YG"i)GkT.M SOFT PACKS 

El Cheapo YAKPAK T" Trail YAKPAKT .. Alpinist YAKPAKT ... 
Basic YAKPAK at a super price. Has X-Sus
pension, .... , Foamslotu.., hanging loop, 4 tie 
patches. 8 oz coated pack cloth, triple· 
stitched seams. Flap to mate with DAYPAK 
extra, $2. Wt. 30 oz, $36. 

X-Suspension, ... ., Foams/at, .... , back zipper for 
easy access to lower sack, 2 streamlined side 
pockets, 4 ski tie patches, hanging loop, 
DAYPAK flap. 11 oz Cordura. Wt. 40 oz, 
$54. 

X-Suspensian ... ,. , Foams/at, .... , back zipper, 
Wands/at,..,., crampon carr ier shielded against 
brush, 5 diamond tie patches optimally 
placed for snowshoes or rope, plus 2 patches 
with sewn-in straps for ice axe. 1 oz Cordura. 
40 oz, $54. 

MAIL ORDER 
INFORMATION 

Delivery ppd. (air, add $2.50); allow minimum 2 wks. Prices and wts. do not in
clude 2 carabiners required for shoulder straps. Sizes: Under 5'8", S; 5'8" to 6'1", 
M; over 6'1 ", L; sack (size does not vary). Free catalog. 

PROVEN 
MOUNTAIN 

EQUIPMENT 
A good down parka is uti

lized in more outdoor activ
ities than any other single 
piece of gear. From snowy 
mountain peaks to the water's 
edge, our Sierra parka has 
proven itself as the out per
former in goose down ripstop 
parkas. Our care in selection 
of raw materials and attention 
to quality in construction 
bring the finest to you. 

For additional information 
on this parka as well as all our 
parkas, bags, tents and packs, 
send for a catalog and the 
name of your nearest dealer. 

~~ 
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1234 5th Street, Dept. BO 
Berkeley, California 94710 

YAKPAK is a frameless 400 cu. in. rucksack 
whose bodyhugging contours and ingenious sus
pension produce balance unmatched by any 
other pack. 

YAKPAK's X-Suspension, .... (pat. pend.) vir
tually ~liminates bounce and sway wh ile per
mitting freer movement particularly upward 
arm reach. Y AKPAK is shaped to carry the load 
high, yet its deep contours transfer .most weight 
to the hips. YAKPAK retains its narrow profile 
withou t compartmentalization. Many moun
taineers who have tried YAKPAK say they have 
hung up their frame packs for good. 

Th ought has been given to the convenience, 
as we ll as performance, aspect of design. By 
means of a unique panel, called Foamslot, ... _the 
ensolite pad is stowed inside the pack to cushion 
the back. (No wasted weight, as in packs having 
built-in padding.)° A hardhat (or two) stashes 
nicely under the domed flap. On some models, 
Wandslot,..._ provides secure exterior stowage of 
marker wands, pickets, and other elongated ob
jects. An internal shock cord lacing keeps a tight 
pack with smaller loads, or disengaged with a 
tug. The back of coated nylon will not become 
uncomfortable or freeze stiff in cold conditions. 

Seams are minimized and triple stitched 
using No. 16 Dacron\~) thread, the strongest and 
most durable thread used by any pack maker. 
Tie patches are 9 oz. latigo, slotted for 1" web
bing, amply stitched. Backhand and other fit
tings are of fine cowhide. Strap and hip padding 
of closed cell foam. Zippers are YKK® Delrin® 
chain, the most reliable type for harsh moun
tain conditions, equipped with easily gripped 
ring sliders and protected by generous weather
flaps. Waistbelt of 1 ½" webbing with quick
re lease buckle. Our warranty is as comprehen
sive as any in the business. 

T.M. 

P.O. Box 30014 Seattle, WA 98103 
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CAMPING RESTRICTIONS IN THE 
WASHINGTON CASCADES 

Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National 
Forest has released some additional infor
mation on camping restrictions. Accord
ing to William Fessel, Forest Recreation 
Staff Officer, the effort to keep campsites 
well back from the shoreline of many 
mountain lakes will continue. At most 
lakes camping is prohibited wit_hin 100 
feet of the shore to protect vegetation and 
prevent water pollution . There are some 
additions and changes to the list of lakes. 

On the Baker River Ranger District, 
campsites now must be at least one-quarter 
mile from Anderson, Blue and Watson 
Lakes and be located at designated spots. 

On the Monte Cristo District, camp
sites are to be no nearer than 100 feet 
from Goat, Bandana and Pinnacle Lakes; 
but restrictions have been removed from 
Silver, Twin, Kelcema, Independence, 
North and Pass Lakes. 

Also on the Monte Cristo District, 
the Lake Twenty two Research Natural 
Area has been closed to campfires and 
overnight camping. The Area, including 
Lake Twenty two, was designated years 
ago as a spot that would remain free of 
human disturbance to allow scientific 
study. Unfortunately, camping and camp
fires have increasingly disturbed its natural 
state. A similar closure is in effect for the 
District 's Long Creek Research Natural 
Area. 

On the North Bend District, Olallie 
and Sunday Lakes have been added to the 
list of lakes where camping is not allowed 
within 100 feet of the lakeshore. And on 
the White River Ranger District, the 100-
foot restriction has been placed on popular 
Summit Lake. 

Wilderness permits will again be re
quired for overnightcamping in the Glacier 
Peak Wilderness. Group size limits of 12 
persons and 15 head of stock wi II be in ef
fect for the first time this year, to lessen 
the impacts of people on the wilderness. 

Special camping rules are in effect 
for heavily used areas of the Wilderness 
such as Image Lake, Kennedy Hot Springs, 
Ice Lakes, Holden Lake, Lyman Lake and 
Buck Creek Pass. Visitors can obtain de
tails when they request their free Wilder
ness permit. 

DHAULAGIRI CLAIMS FIVE 
Five members of a Japanese expedi

tion attempting Dhaulagiri in the Himalaya 
this April were buried by an avalanche . 
Two of the victims were Japanese; three 
were Sherpas. The avalanche struck the 
party while they were asleep in their 
16,400foot camp. Six others escaped un
injured. 
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OBITUARY-ONE DAMMED 
CLIMBING AREA 

Granite Point was a little known 9rag 
area in the Snake River Canyon. Its re
corded history goes back a long way. As 
the small pamphlet which lists its routes 
puts it, "Granite Point was first sighted by 
Lewis and Clark on their famous expedi
tion to the west in search of climbing 
areas." 

More recently, it has served as an 
extremely popular practice and bouldering 
area for Washington State University stu
dents from nearby Pullman. The routes 
were not long, but there were over sixty of 
them spanning the whole range of diffi
culties. Several 5.1 O's were put up last fall 
by local climbers who had acquired much 
of their ability at Granite Point. 

But Granite Point has been denied 
to future Lewis and Clarks and to future 
climbers. "Progress" has overtaken it. 
Early in February, the locks of the newly 
completed Lower Granite Dam were 
closed, stopping the last, free-flowing sec
tion of the Snake River in Washington, and 
turning Lewiston, Idaho into an ocean 
port. We now have the world's only 
underwater climbing guide-a collector's 
item, to be sure . 

While it was never a Shawangunks 
or a Taughitz, it was our own. It would 
be a shame to see our only granite within 
150 miles "buried at sea" without an 
obituary. -Gary Clark 

Moscow, Idaho 

GOOD NEWS "FIR" OREGON 
Washington State has lost its claim 

to the nation's largest Douglas fir tree. 
Oregon has it, the Bureau of Land Man
agement says. 

A fir, 700 to 1,000 years old, has 
entered the American Forestry Associa
tion record books as 302 feet tall and 13 
feet 3½ inches in diameter. It is in the re
mote Burnt Mountain Resource Area mid
way between Coos Bay and Roseburg. 

The "Oueets Fir," alongside the 
Oueets River in the Olympic National 
Park, held the former record . It's only 
221 feet high (the top has been lost) but 
is 14 feet 5 inches around. 

Under the association's rating sys
tem, which adds several measurements, 
Washington 's tree has 781 points to 810 
for the Oregon competitor. 

The Olympic Peninsula with its 
heavy rainfall and ideal growing condi
tions is known for its big trees. 

The park still holds the record for 
the largest living specimen of their species 
for the Western red cedar, Western hem
lock, Pacific silver fir , subalpine fir, Alas
ka cedar and grand fir . 

GARY CLARK 
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Antedeluvian Granite Point, Idaho 
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AUSTRIANS FAIL ON ANNAPURNA 1 

An Austrian expedition abandoned 
its attempt to climb 26,504 foot Anna
purna 1 in Nepal. One member of the ex
pedition, Franz Tegischer, was killed in an 
avalanche. 
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~aPlbou 
MountalnooPlnd 

Specialist in pack 
and tent designs 

Makers of the Beck 
Fanny Pack 

1266 Humbolt Ave. Chico,Calil. 95926 

(916) 345 ·1671 

Quality speaks for itself-CARIBOU invites you 
to chat with our products. 

Ask your dealer about an interview. 

Write for catalog and brochure 

The Post Office does not forward maga
zines, nor do they return them to sender if 
you have moved. Unfortunately that includes 
OFF BELAY. 

Please let us know when your address 
changes. We hate sending magazines to the 
dead letter office. Nobody there reads them. 
Send us both your old and new addresses. 

OFF BELAY 
12416 • 169th Avenue S.E. 
Renton, Washington 98055 
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It's all in your point of view-
CHIN ESE MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITION AGAIN ASCENDS WORLD'S HIGHEST PEAK 

At a time when the Chinese people 
are engaged in enthusiastic study of the 
theory of the dictatorship of the proie
tariat, heartening news was flashed in from 
China's southwestern frontiers: At 14:30 
hours (Peking•time) on May 27, nine mem
bers (one woman and eight men) on the 
Chinese mountaineering expedition suc
cessfully ascended to the top of the 
Oomolangma Feng (Mount Jolmo Lung
ma)-the highest peak in the world-from 
its north slope. 

The woman climber who reached the 
summit of the Oomolangma Feng is 
Phanthog of Tibetan nationality, deputy 
leader of the Chinese mountaineering ex
pedition. The eight male members who 
got to the top are: Sodnam Norbu (Tibet
an), Lotse (Tibetan), Hou Sheng-tu (Han), 
Samdrub (Tibetan), Darphuntso (Tibetan), 
Kunga Pasang (Tibetan), Tsering Tobgyal 
(Tibetan) and Ngapo Khyen (Tibetan) . 
Their sterling performance was yet another 
success following the feat of three other 
Chinese mountaineers-Wang Fu-chou, 
Konbu of Tibetan nationality and Chu 
Yin-hua-who reached the summit, the 
highest point on earth, from the north face 
in 1960 for the first time ever. 

This tremendous victory in China's 
mountaineering was the result of the kind 
attention of Chairman Mao and the Party 
Central Committee, the warm support 
from the people throughout the country, 
and the climbers' efforts to surmount every 
difficulty·by giving full scope to their col
lective wisdom and strength. It shows 
the new development and new level of 
mountaineering following the Great Pro
letarian Cultural Revolution and the 
movement to criticize Lin Piao and Con
fucius. Particularly noteworthy is the fact 
that a Chinese woman climber successfully 
scaled the peak from the north side for 
the first time in the world. This demon
strates the indomitable revolutionary spirit 
of Chinese women who are determined to 
scale all heights after repudiating the reac
tionary fallacy that "man is superior to 
woman" preached by Lin Piao and Confu
cius. 

Setting out from the final assault 
camp at 8,680 metres above sea level on 
the morning of May 27, the nine Chinese 
climbers reached the summit after a stren
uous six-and-a-half-hour march. Filled 
with immense pride and job, they radioed 
to the base camp at 14:30 hours (Peking 
time) this message : All of us nine com- . 
rades have successfully reached the sum
mit of the Oomolangma Feng-the world's 
highest peak. They unfurled a five-star 
red flag, erected a three-metre-high red 
metal surveying pole inscribed with the 
Chinese characters meaning "The Moun-· 
taineering Expedition of the People's Re
public of China," took photographs and 
shot films of the peak, measured the thick-
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ness of the snow there, collected samples 
of ice and snow and rock specimens and 
carried out radio remote-controlled cardio
gram tests . All this created highly impor
tant conditions and provided invaluable 
data for determining the exact height of 
the Oomolangma Feng and carrying out 
relevant scientific research. 

Activities of this expedition started 
in mid-March this year. The mountaineer
ing expedition set up its base camp at 
Rongbuk Monastery 5,000 metres above 
sea level and, in the course of four accli
matization marches, set up five altitude 
camps at 5,500 metres, 6,000 metres, 
6,500 metres, 7,007 metres, and 7,600 
metres above sea level respectively. Then 
during the fifth march beginning from May 
17, the mountaineers pitched the sixth 
camp and the final assault camp at 8,200 
and 8,680 metres above sea level respec
tively. During their acclimatization 
marches and the final assault on the peak, 
the Chinese climbers, with lofty aspira
tions to win honours for the great socialist 
motherland and fearing neither hardship 
nor death, surmounted all difficulties and 
pressed forward valiantly. Defying rare
fied mountain air, the severe cold under 
30° C below zero and the altitude winds 
of whole gale and greater force, and over
coming countless difficulties on their 
march, they triumphantly fulfilled this 
glorious and arduous task with the indom
itable heroic spirit of daring to struggle and 
win. 

AMERICAN ALPINE CLUB OPENS 
WEST COAST BRANCH LIBRARY 

Club member Charles Sipes has set 
up an AAC Branch Library at the Alpine 
Store, 171 West Adams St., Stockton, 
California. The. nucleous is from his pri
vate collection and additional books will 
be provided from the main AAC Library 
in New York. A reading room is provided 
with topo maps, magazines and books on 
climbing and backpacking. There is also 
a display of relics and items collected by 
team members of the California Youth 
Authority's Intensive Treatment and Sur
vival Program for which Sipes has been a 
guide. Books are available for browsing 
to the general public during working hours 
of the store-mon - Sat, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
and for loan to members of the AAC. 

Other AAC Branch Libraries are in 
Denver, Colorado in the Denver Public 
Library and at Seattle, Washington in the 
Clubroom of the Mountaineers. 

The main AAC library in the New 
York Clubhouse contains over 8000 vol
umes of historical and current books on 
mountaineering and related subjects and 
all major American and foreign mountain
eering periodicals. 

This expedition received unstinted 
support and aid from the Tibet Autono-, 
mous Region, the Tibetan people, many 
provinces, municipalities and automonous 
regions in other parts of the country and 
the People's Liberation Army . Under the 
leadership o_f the expedition's Party com
mittee, members of the assault party and 
personnel in charge of meterorlogical 
work, scientific survey and study, trans
port and telecommunications and other 
work co-ordinated their efforts in close 
unity to win this splendid victory. 

-Peking Review 

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL 
MONUMENT 

A new route guide to Joshua Tree 
is being assembled by Tobin Sorenson, 
P.O. Box 987,Claremont, CA 91711. In 
formation on new routes, rating changes, 
etc. are requested. 

The new guide will be more than a 
revision of the existing edition. In addi
tion to the usual route descriptions, the 
book will contain photographs, drawings, 
and a variety of writings about this funky 
place to climb. Material is still being re
viewed for inclusion. Publicat ion is hope
fully to begin this fall . 
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OMNIPOTENT 
When we designed the Omnipotent 
we wanted a tent that would do 
everything. Shed rain, withstand high 
winds, support any snow load, ven
tilate well, keep out every last bug 
and erect in a wink. 

The Omnipotent does all of these 
things. The real surprise came when 
we put it on the scale. 5¼ pounds, 
complete! 

For the whole story on th is re
markable shelter, wr ite for our free 
booklet. Or drop by our shop. 

EARLY WINTERS, LTD. 
300-V Queen Anne N. • Seatt le98109 

. (206) 283-6030 
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karrimor, born and bred in England, 
tried and tested on the world's major 
climbs. Illustrated is the Joe Brown -
it's a "cooler" carry. 

Like his old climbing partner Don 
Whillans, Joe Brown has become a myth -
a legend. He is even more widely known 

to the general public and his sac reflects a very modern approach. The 
double back panel is able to take a 38" long closed cell foam Karrimat, 
the protruding end rolls up into a special cotton flap. This roll sits on the 
hips and spaces the sac from the back. 7 oz. Nylon fabric with a double 
reinforced base. The back panel is in cotton for a "cooler" carry. There's 
something very European about a frame less climbing sac, something 
which we do imperceptably yet markedly better. 
Distributed by: 
Thos. Black & Sons Ltd. 
930 Ford Street 
Ogdensburg, New York 

Mountain Paraphernalia 
Box 4536 
Modesto, California 95352 

ONE OF THE 
INTERNATIONALS 
from karrimor Products Limited Avenue Parade Accrington Lancashire England 
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MOUNT SHASTA NEEDS YOUR HELP 
What was once over 200,000 acres 

of pristine wilderness is now less than 
48,000. However it is stil I a spectacular 
48.000, and the U.S . Forest Service is now 
studying the area as a possible addition to 
the National Wilderness Preservation Sys
tem . The area under study, however, is 
mostly above 8000 feet and covers very 
little of the timbered slopes. 

To date, two basic alternatives (" A" 
and "C") have been presented, and a third 
and more finalized alternative will be pre
sented at some future date when PUBLIC 
RESPONSE and additional study is com
plete. 

'i" ■ ■ ■• ■ •••••••• ■• ■ ••• ■ ••••• ■ ■ ••••• ■ ••• ■• ~ 

Concerned persons should write, or 
phone the following persons: 

Douglas Leisz: Regional Forester, U.S. For
est Service. 630 Sansome St., San Francisco, 
CA 94111. 

Richard Pfilf: Supervisor, Shasta-Trinity 
National Forest, 1615 Continental St., Red
ding, CA 96001 . 

Ronald Anderson : District Ranger, 204 W = 
Alma St., Mt. Shasta, CA 96067. = 
Congressman Harold T. (Bizz) Johnson , Rm . C 
2347 Rayburn Bldg., U.S. House of Repre- E 
sentatives, Washington D.C. 20515 . • 

Senator John Tunney, 1415 Senate Office C 
Bldg., Washington DC. 20510. : 

. ■ 

Senator Alan Cranston, 451 Senate Office . : 
Bldg., Washington D.C. 20510. : 

■ 
Norman Hills : State Resources Conservation : 
Agency, Sacramento, CA. ·: 

•.......................................• 
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Alternative "A" places emphasis on 
environmental protection to the Moun
tain, and favors the Congressional creation 
of a Wilderness area for all qualifying 
lands. Campgrounds would be developed 
at lower elevations and trails would be 
built at higher elevations . The ski area 
would be permitted to expand; but only 
within their present use permit area. Land 
exchanges would be instituted with South
ern Pacific Land Co. and other private 
holders to con sol id ate the Mountain under 
Forest Service management, necessary for 
a Wilderness classification. 

Alternative "C" places emphasis on 
the maximum production and harvest of 
timber, and would allow for massive de
centralized expansion ofthe ski area west
ward into Cascade Gulch . 

To qualify for a Wilderness classifica
tion the area must be undeveloped and 
road less. Thus, while alternative "A" 
sounds good, it, however, fails utterly to 
preserve the remaining majestic stands of 
timber which make up the greater slopes 
of Mount Shasta . 

According to the Forest Service, 
only about 10% of the timber land on 
Mount Shasta is still unlogged and unroad
ed, and much of th is land is either already 
under contract to be logged, or is in the 
planning for future logging, including the 
Sand Flat Area up along Horse Camp 
Trail, extending down Cascade Gu lch to 
McBride Springs, and including the beauti
ful stands through which the road winds, 
both sides of the road . Besides the Sand 

Flat-Whirlybird sale, is the McGuiness 
sale near Wagon Camp, all slated for log
ging this year. Also slated is an asphalt 
road loop going into and out of Sand Flat. 

In response to the land exchange 
Southern Pacific Land Co. has offered to 
the Forest Service, approximately 12,000 
acres of land which it now owns, mostly 
above the 8000 foot level. This land, 
however, is mostly baren of timber and is 
of little use to them, while in return they 
hope to obtain approximately 1500 acres 
of valuable timber land near Sugar Pine 
Butte, at approximately 4500 feet. While 
S.P.L.C. is at least willing to make some 
kind of a land exchange, the Forest Service 
seems to have no great interest in pursuing 
the matter at any great speed. Thus, while 
they continue to waste years in quibbling 
over red tape, studies, and baren sections, 
both the private owners and the Forest 
Service continue to log such areas as Sand 
Flat, McGuiness Springs, and the 640 acre 
section which is the very heart of Squaw 
Valley, which with its almost unmatched 
beauty, should be in the protection and 
preservation of public ownership. Th is 
area, once logging roads have been estab
lished, will no longer classify as a Wilder
ness Area, and will constitute a ve ry great 
loss to the already too little roadless wil
derness on Mount Shasta. 

The long-term management plan for 
Mount Shasta is sti ll being formulated by 
the Forest Service, though it would seem 

Continued . 
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that while we wait for ·alternative "B" 
to be formulated, alternative "C" is being 
effected, and the areas we finally do pre
serve may have long since lost its natural 
forests. There is a long and sad history 
of attempts to save the Mountain begin
ning with John Muir's National Parks 
Proposal in 1888. This is probably the 
last opportunity. 

Some Facts About Mount Shasta 

1. The highest volcano in California, 
and one of the highest mountains in the 
world from its plain: 3500to 14,161 feet 
in one sweep. 

2. The five living glaciers are the 
longest and the largest in California and 
were the first glaciers in North America to 
receive extensive scientific study. Recent 
research has shown that the Hotlum and 
Wintun glaciers are among those few in 
the Northern Hemisphere to be growing 
rather than receding . 

3. An open book of unusual moun
tain geology, plant and animal life, and 
all forest zones from alpine meadow 
moraine to lowland forest. 

4. Visited often by famous explor
ers and naturalists such as John Muir, Nor
man Clyde, John Wesley Powell, Clarence 
King, Prof. Josiah D. Whitney, Joaquin 
Miller, and many, many others. 

5. The focal point of great Indian, 
religious and spiritual legends. 

6. No where else in the world are 
found comparable stands of the Shasta 
Red Fir, a species possible on its way to 
extinction . The Mountain is the home of 
the Shasta Lily, Shasta Knotweed, Shasta 
Blue-Bell, Dwarf Monkey Flower, and the 
only place in California where the Pumice 
Grape Fern is found. Also found is the 
rare Hydromanthes Shastense Salamander, 
Golden Eagle, Pine Martin, Fisher, Pileated 
Woodpecker, and the only known nesting 
area in California of Hepburns Rosey 
Finch . 

MAP KEY 

1. Horse Camp area: Start of John Muir's, 
and most other famous explorers climbs. 
Also site of Sierra Club stone lodge, the old 
Sisson Trail, and Olbermans Causeway-the 
famous stone path leading up the Mountain 
-the single handed work of one of the last 
mountain men ... all of great historical 
value . 

2. All evidence points to the fact that this 
is the largest pure stand of Shasta Red Fir 
left in the world . This magnificent tree, 
namesake of the Mountain, poses many bot
anical mysteries, has an exceedingly hard 
time reproducing, and may be on its way to 
extinction. Trees in the Sand Flat area, 
right next to the Wilderness Study Area, are 
due for 1975 logging.' A proposed ski area 
expansion would cut through the heart of 
this forest . The Northwest portion of this 
forest is the only place in California where 
the Pumice Grape Fern is found. In the west 
is a rare alpine zonal inversion and the rare 
Brewer's or "Weeping " Spruce. 

3. The Secret Valley: The huge hanging val
ley of unknown ancient glacial orvolcanicori
gin between Shasta and Shastina and source 
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of Cascade Gulch Creek, one of the few 
sources of water on the West side of the 
Mountain. 

4 . Diller Canyon: A "Pele"-type, or implo
sion-formed canyon of huge size. Named 
for Dr. Joseph S. Diller , noted volcanologist 
of the 1800's. 

5. Western lava flow-cinder cone-Graham 
Creek Area : Additional recent and unusually 
rugged lava flows. 

6. Whitney Falls: 285 feet high, drainage 
of the longest glacier in California, and the 
first one in the United States to be studied 
by scientists, (1870). 

7. North Gate Area: Comparatively recent 
lava flows and eruptions; large stands of 
huge White Bark Pine trees, perhaps worlds 
record in height. 

8 . Fine, high -e levation forest of Shasta Red 
Fir. Sections 1 and 25 are already being 
logged. 

9. Ash Creek Falls: A 300 foot waterfall, 
meadows, springs, deep canyon and moun-

---- MAIN ROADS 
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•-•-• ROADLESS AREA 

., 

CGUINESS 
WAG SPRING 

CAM 

MCCLOUD 

tain hemlock forests . Due for possible fu
ture logging. 

10. Lower Mud Creek Canyon: The lower 
part is al ready designated a "Research Na
tional Area" because of the unusual mud 
flows, but sill unprotected and partly log
ged . Dr. William Bridge Cooke, and Dr . Hans 
Jenny wrote entire books on this area. Home 
of the Hydromanthes Shastensa Salamander. 

11 . Clear Creek: Mud Creek Meadows: A 
vast area similar to spectacular Squaw Valley 
Creek, only larger . Contains glacierettes 
(remnants of a once-larger Wintun Glacier) 
and the huge Mud Creek Falls and canyon
the "Grand Canyon of Mount Shasta ." Por
tions are due for logging. 

12. Squaw Valley Creek Meadow: Meadow 
after meadow cascading down from over 
8000 to 7000 feet . Pools, waterfalls, springs, 
heather meadows, Mount Hemlock, and 
Shasta Red Fir. Ranges from alpine-moraine 
meadow at timberline and above, to lush, 
forested meadow below. Section 35, the 
heart of this area, is due for future logging. 
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Exclusive textured finish. 
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You can feel confident in your climb when 
you take along a reliable rope. 

Mammut ropes surpass all UIAA Standards for 
resistance to shock, impact strength and elonga
tion in use. They are constructed of a special light 

stabilized polyamid yarn with a core of parallel 
fibres covered by a braided sheath. 

Try Mammut DYNAFLEX-soft and de
pendable with the highest energy absorp
tion capacity on the market; DYNAMIC 

-ever-reliable , with extraordinary 
energy absorption capacity; and 
SUPER-DRY-a new water-repel

lent rope available by Feb.1975. 
For further information and 

the name of your nearest autho
rized dealer, write Bob Gorton, 
MAMMUT, 1234 5th Street, 
Be rkeley, California 94 710. 
Dealer inquiries accepted. 

»biodegradable" 
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SIUSLAW-AN OREGON FOREST 

There is no stranger assemblage of 
names than the unique assortment at
tached to those portions of public lands 
called National Forests. What is the origin 
of Monongohela (West Virginia), Tongas 
(Alaska), Plumus (California), Uncompah
gre (Colorado), and scores of others? As a 
starter, here's some background on Ore
gon's Siuslaw National Forest, located a
long the Pacific coast. The terrain consists 
of densely overgrown, rolling, coastal 
mountains, whose elevations rarely exceed 
2500 feet. The most spectacular part of 
the Forest is the ocean frontage, which 
varies from rocky bluffs to expansive sand 
dunes. It's history is long and varied, as 
this outline suggests. 

The name "Siuslaw" is derived from 
a Yakona Indian word meaning "far away 
waters." Originally, there were two divi
sions of what is now known as the Siuslaw: 
the northern Tillamook and the southern 
or "Coast Range" Umpqua. The two were 
consolidated in 1908 into the Siuslaw Na
tional Forest. 

The early adventurers who visited 
the Oregon Coast left little behind except 
the nam_es they attached to prominent 
landmarks. Bartholomew Ferrelo was 
probably the first European to catch a 
glimpse of the Siuslaw when he sailed a
long the Oregon coast in 1543. Captain 
Bruno Heceta left his name on a promon
tory in 1775, and three years later Captain 
Cook named Cape Perpetua. A distin
guished "mountain man" and fur-trader, 
Jedediah Smith, visited the mouth of the 
Umpqua in 1828 and lent his name to the 
Smith River. 

Scattered bands of Indians inhabited 
the Coast Range. Most, however, were 
moved to the Indian Reservation at Siletz 
in 1855. These small tribes included the 
A/seas, the lower Umpquas, and the Sius
laws. 

In 1850 gold was discovered on the 
upper Rogue River and supply routes pen
etrated the mountains. The overland 
routes from Crescent City or Portland were 
long and hard, while the Rogue River it
self was not navigable. Along the entire 
coast the Umpqua River was the only 
gateway into the back country and small 
towns sprang up as supply centers. 

Other towns became fishing centers. 
Early reports by Forest Officers noted that 
"tons of salmon are caught in the rivers of 
the forest,,, and fishermen made as much 
as $50 in a single night's fishing. 

The interior of the Siuslaw was not 
readily penetrated. Settlers streamed into 
the Willamette Valley and down the coast. 
But the valleys of the Coast Range were 
too narrow for good farmlands and fur
bearing animals were scarce. So the moun
tains did not attract many people. Settle
ment of the interior valleys waited until 
the 1860's and 1870's. 

The first extensive lumbering and 
milling operations in the vicinity of the 
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Sius/aw National Forest centered at the 
mouth of the Umpqua River. At Gardiner, 
then named White City, a mill was built in 
1864, but was destroyed by fire in 1880, 

along with most of the town. About this 
time the Gardiner Mill Company was or
ganized, with W. R. Jewett, of Maine, and 
J. K. Nowland, of San Francisco, being 
the moving spirits. After accumulating a 
large acreage of high-grade timber in the 
Smith River and Umpqua River water
sheds, a new mill was built and rebuilt in 
1890, and finally burned in 1916. In these 
early days the ocean was the only highway 
of commerce. Six sailing vessels of 
200,000 to 500,000 board feet capacity 
carried the manufactured product to Cali
fornia, returning with cargoes of supplies 
and merchandise for the company store. 

The Siuslaw National Forest was 
once covered with a dense stand of old 
growth timber. At one time or another, 
most of the Forest has burned, the dates 
being very approximate. There was the 
Umpqua Fire in 1846, said to have cover
ed some 450,000 acres including much of 
the Waldport and Mapleton Districts; the 
Nestucca Fire in 1853 embracing some 
320,000 acres and including the Hebo Dis
trict; and the Coos Fire in 1868 of about 
300,000acressouth of the Umpqua River. 
A large fire is also reported as having oc-

cured in 1868 in the mountains around 
Yaquina Bay. It is said that the residents 
had to light their candles to eat their noon
day meal. A number of houses were burn
ed. 

The years of the first World War in 
1917 and 1918 witnessed intense logging 
activity along the immediate coast and ad
jacent to thf] Forest. In October, 1917, 
the national monthly production of air
plane spruce was 3,000,000 board feet. 
The decision was made to increase this 
amount to 10,000,000 board feet, and this 
was later raised to 30,000,000 board feet. 
The U.S. Spruce Production Corporation 
was formed to undertake this task. Labor 
was provided by enlisted soldiers aJ going 
wages. Ranchers and small loggers were 
also urged to help. Logging came to the 
Pacific Northwest in a big way. Prosperity 
came to Toledo, which was selected as the 
center of activities in the Oregon Coast 
Region. The soldiers quartered there not 
only built spruce production utilities, but 
provided the town with buildings for a 
freight office, a recreation hall, post office 
and bank as well. Rail lines were project
ed north and south from Yaquina Bay. 

Scarcely anything now remains but 
dilapidated bridges and overgrown rights
of-way. -Siuslaw National Forest 

Corvallis, Oregon 

The Oregon Coast, Siuslaw National Forest. 

U.S. FOREST SERVICE 
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us is beautiful. Bred 
in the Austrian s, the .home ountain clim g and backpacking, 
Phoebus stoves were conceived by. sportsmen who demanded a ruggedly 
qtliable stove. Compact and lightweight with outstanding gasoline econ9my, 

,~! comes complete with its own carrying case and spare parts. The Phoebus 
camp stove may look ugly but it is a beautiful performer. Because after all, 
good looks don't count in the wilderness ... but if it is efficiency you want, 
Phoebus will give you the hottest pans you have ever.had. 

GET SERIOUS ... BUY PHOEBUS! 

~ "PHOEBUS 
3 CHESTNUT STREET, SUFFERN, N.Y. 10901 DEPT. OB-7 
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SOME ADDITIONAL TH()UGHTS ON BURNS 

We have received some fc ~dback on 
the article "Burns-Cold Watu Treat
ment," which appeared in OFF BELAY 
No. 17, October 1974. The feedback con
sists of some current thoughts on the ef
fectiveness of the procedure, plus some 
cautions in using it. 

The material presented in the article 
is substantially correct. The application 
of cold is an efficient method of relieving 
the pain associated with minor burns. Cur
rent investigations, however, have cast 
some doubt on the "curative" values of 
the procedure. There is no concrete evi
dence that the application of cold pro
motes or accelerates healing. It is likely 
that the improved response reported by 
earlier investigators was the result of elim
inating harmful home remedies rather 
than the direct result of the cold treat
ment. 

Reducing body temperature is medi
cally a recognized method of analgesia and 
is used in a variety of surgical procedures. 
Literally, cold numbs, which explains its 
effectiveness in relieving the pain of burns. 
However, cold is an unnatural state, and 
the human body automatically responds 
to correct or protect itself from this un
natural situation. The responses, if not 
anticipated, may create dangerous com-

= CRAMPON STRAPS 
SNOWSHOE BINDINGS 
Handmade of neoprene nylon, the best 
iron buckles and copper belt rivets. 
Will not ice up. Will not stretch. No
time-limit guarantee. Makers of the 
famous Chouinard Crampon Straps. 

Write for free catalog. 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
BOX 1038, CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531 

plications. Two such situations have been 
pointed out. 

The first involves burns of the ex
tremities sustained in a high altitude and/ 
or cold environment. The danger is that 
of compounding a burn injury by the ad
dition of a cold injury. No one needs 
frostbite on top of a burn. This could 
occur in several ways. For example, the 
cold item applied could be so cold it 
causes instantaneous freezing. A metal 
object could freeze to the skin, very likely 
since burned areas exude fluid. More in
sidious, the application of cold will pre
cipitate vasoconstriction, a shutting down 
of the blood supply, which leaves the 
limb highly susceptable to frostbite from 
natural forces. In the case of severe burns 
which put the victim into physiological 
shock, vasoconstriction in the extremeties 
is a nautral response even without apply
ing cold. Thus the limb is predisposed to 
frostbite, while the body is unable to pro
tect itself. 

While cold water treatment is highly 
efficient for relieving pain, it must be used 
with caution and forethought in an ex
treme mountaineering environment. The 
victim must be sheltered and warm, cap
able of coping with the cold, not in a state 
of shock, and not exposed to so severe 

it causes additional damage. In any case, 
use no more than 15 to 20 minutes of 
cold treatment. 

Another potentially dangerous situ
ation was pointed 01..Jt to us, concerning 
the indiscriminate use of cold water treat
ment for extensive and severe body burns. 
While this type of injury is uncommon in 
mountaineering, it could occur, being 
caused, for example, by a tent fire, ex
ploding stove, or spilled fuel. Literal use 
of cold water treatment would encourage 
dunking the victim into a mountain lake 
or packing him in a snow bank. NEVER! 
Here, as in all severe injuries, the primary 
concern is to treat for and offset the ef
fects of shock. Chilling a person in shock 
can quickly lower his body temperature 
to the point where self rewarming is no 
longer possible (hypothermia). This too 
is an unnecessary complication in an al
ready serious situation. 

In summary, cold water treatment 
is an effective method of relieving the pain 
of burns. But all first aid should be based 
on the premise, do no harm. No treat
ment should be given without fully under
standing its ramifications and considering 
each situation individually. Above all, 
DO NO HARM. 

AIR MATTRESS CIRCA 
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Wherever You Walk. 
Some of us are special people. 

We seem to be born with an insatiable quest to attain the unattainable . 
We train hard to discipline our bodies and minds to go beyond the 
normal limits of achievement. 

We set goals for ourselves-to climb as many fourteeners as 
there are; to make new ascents up old mountains; to follow 
the Continental Divide from border to border in a 
single summer. 

Others seek adventure and recreation within known limits. 
A backpacking vacation with a couple of buddies, a 
weekend trek to a favorite lake or a gentle day 
hiking along dusty country roads. 

And all of us routinely walk about five miles a day, 
just going about the regular business of our 
daily lives. 

Wherever you walk, in camp, on campus, or on 
top of the world, there's a Dolomite boot to fit your purpose-
and your feet. C,ma Grande rugged 

Ask your Dealer about Dolomite or write us for a 
free brochure on the whole line of Dolomite Boots. 
Dartmouth Outdoor Sports Inc., Box 960DH, Hanover , 
New Hampshire 03755. 

off-trail Hiking and Climbing 
boot. Supports heavy 
pack loads. Galusser leather 
upper, Norwegian welt, rigid 
shank, Vibram rocker sole . 

Dolomite. The Peoples Boot. 

nuts. 
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Our catalogue is $1. 75. 

1517 Platte Street, 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 433-3373 

E-X-P-A-N-D-A-B-L-E 
PACK FRAMES 

THE ANTELOPE PACKS 
Fit four year olds to 6'-6" men 

Over 10,000 packs and frames in use 
today, Beginners, families and experi
enced backpackers have proven the 
Antelope system. The Antelope pack
frame design, with its exclusive, light 
weight, non-welded aluminum joint 
allows the frame to grow in size as 
needed, i'v'.any models to choose from, 
Order now for the best in pack frames 
for the entire family . 

CATALOG AVAILABLE 
Please send 25c;:, name, address and 

zip code to: 
ANTELOPE CAMPING EQUIPMENT 

21740 Granada Ave , 
Cupertino, Ca. 95014 
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ALPINE DANGERS IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 

Continued from page 23. 

should be bathed in cold water, warm 
water being gradually added, for so they 
think they are brought round. The best 
precaution of all is to constantly move 
about, for it happens sometimes that 
while ascending a mountain men get heat
ed by their exertions, and think that they 
feel no cold; but if they sit down in the 
snow for the purpose of resting themselves, 
drowsiness soon creeps over them, and 
then, with scarcely any feeling of pain, 
they are benumbed and die.8 

Bearing on this point are the verses 
of Claudian in his description of the Alps 
of the Grisons: "Many a one has become 
rigid with cold as if he had gazed at 
Medusa." 

Xenophon in very definite terms, 
which I now quote, has explained just 
how movement is the best means of pre
venting death from freezing: "If I came 
across a benumbed exhausted man, who 
by falling out was in danger of coming 
into the hands of the enemy, I urged him 
on, commanded him to rise and to march 
farther. For I discovered for myself that 
a rest only made the body more sluggish 
and slow: if I, as sometimes happened, 
occasionally remained somewhat behind, 
awaiting the men concerned with the bag
gage, I felt how the frost penetrated my 
legs. Taught by personal peril, I aroused 
every man brought to a similar condition 
by the cold, whenever I saw one, for I 
well knew that motion and vigorous action 
warmed the bodily extremities and pro
duced sweat, while resting and lagging on 

1. Crampons dating from 700-400 B.C. 
have been found in the Hallstadt area 
near Salzburg, Upper Austria, where they 
were used in mining operations. The first 
pictures of climbing irons and other 
Alpine equipment, and of an avalanche, 
occur in Theuerdank (1517), descriptive 
of the adventures of Emperor Maximilian 
I. Additional plates of avalanches will be , 
found in Stumpf's Chronick (1548), in · 
Herrliberger's Topographie der Eydge
nossschaft (1765), and elsewhere. Vari
ous types of crampons are shown in 
Scheuchzer's ltinera Alpina ( 1708), Saus
sure's Voyagesdans /es Alpes (1779-96), 
and Pieth and Hager's Placidus a Spescha 
(1913). 

2. Coolidge.-Swiss Travel, 17. 

3. Coolidge.-/oc. cit., 19. 

4. Snowshoes for both men and horses 
are depicted in Olaus Magnus Historia 
(1507). 

5. Coolidge.-/oc. cit., 18. 

6. See D. W. Freshfield's notes on ava
lanches in Alpine Journal, viii, 43. 

7 · Spectacles were invented about the 
middle of the thirteenth century, pos
sibly by Roger Bacon. By the middle of I 
the fourteenth century convex lenses and 1 

spectacle frames were in general use. 

8. Coolidge.-/oc. cit., 18. 
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the march might paralyze the already chill
ed blood, and because of which the toes 
might become frozen, a frequent accident 
as you yourself know." Even our peasants, 
not on account of Xenophon, but taught 
by long experience, protect themselves in 
this manner from freezing. 

All of these perils are markedly in
creased by bad weather, for not only on 
the sea, but also in the mountains, there 
are mighty and catastrophic storms. In the 
Alps the winds are at times cold and 
strong; at others their violence increases 
to extraordinary fury; if snowfall, rain, or 
hail is added, it is no longer possible to 
begin a journey, as the conditions are not 
only unbearable, but also the vision and 
the finding of the path are rendered ob
scure; likewise it is, when the wind blows 
old snow to drifts, as when in Africa, cara
vans are sometimes suffocated in sand 
heaped by the Simoon, the blizzards in 
the Alps endanger travelers in the most 
serious manner. So it is most risky to 
traverse bad and narrow trails in high 
wind, for it is to be feared that one will be 
dashed into an abyss by the force of the 
storm. Travelers are often obliged to re
main two or three days on the summits 
of passes, until the tempest has subsided, 
and the paths have been opened and put 
in condition by the inhabitants of the 
neighboring valleys. On passes frequented 
by merchants one usually finds hospices, 
which as a rule offer only necessary shelter 
and food, in so far as the place may justify 
it, since all provisions must be sent up on 
pack-animals. Even to Silius these moun
tain storms were not unknown; he has 
described them in the following verses: 
"Frightful Corus, after massing the snow 
in a fatal whirl-wind, sometimes hurls it 
on dark wings in the face of the traveler; 
or, blowing furiously, seizes the weapons 

torn by the storm from the venturous 
warrior, and turning in a circle carries 
them Jnto the mists in a twisting vortex." 
Not without reason does Silius name 
Corus; the Argestis of the Greeks, as the 
mightiest of winds; it is one of the coldest, 
brings hail, and appears to be the same 
wind as the Circius [Mistral) of Provence, 
"whose power is equaled by no other,since 
it lifts the roofs from the houses," as Pliny 
says. Even Cato agrees with this, when 
writing the following words concerning 
the Spanish mountains: "It might be said 
that Circius closes the mouth if one speaks. 
It overthrows an armed man, or a cart 
with its load." Xenophon presents in Book 
V of the Hellenica an example of the 
force of storm in the mountains: "When 
Cleombrotus set forth, there arose an 
extraordinarily Jtiolent wind; some saw in 
it an evil omen,-and actually it portended 
great disaster to the army: for when it 
descended from Creusis [in Boetia] over 
a mountain trending toward the sea, two 
hundred animals laden with baggage were 
hurled into the water; even the soldiers 
took off their weapons and threw them 
into the sea. Many could no longer carry 
their equipmen( and were compelled to 
weight them with stones and leave them 
behind. 

• • • 
"Alpine Dangers" first appeared in the 
1932 SIERRA CLUB BULLETIN and is 
reprinted here with the permission of the 
Sierra Club. 

Royal Robbi.-.s 
ROCKCRAFT 
Rockclimbing Instruction and Adventure. 

For Information Write: 

Rockcraft, 906 Durant Avenue, 
Modesto, California 95350 

L.A.S. EXPEDITION PACK 
$69.95 

Comparison 
Features 

-Adjustable load carrying 
capacity (anything from a 
down parka and lunch to 
an expedition load. 

-Load next to back for 
balance and good center 
of gravity. 

-Frame that allows ttie 
pack to flex with the body 
for ease of movement. 

-Chest strap to stabilize 
loads, transfer weight to 
sternum, and use with 
ascender.;. 

- Versitility (can be used 
for backpacking, moun
tain climbing, ski touring, 
kayaking, canoeing, and 

: travelling. 
-Available in 11 oz. coat-
ed Cordura. Green, red, 
navy, and blue. 

Better 
Frame 
Packs 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Poor 

Write now for the new Lowe 
Alpine System '15 Catalog 

1752 No. 55th 
Boulder, CO 80301 

L.A.S. 
Expedition 

Pack 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Excellent 
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Out here you'll be glad you've got a boot this good. 
Camped on a snow field three 
days from base you'll appre
ciate the care that goes into 
the construction of Vasque 
Boots. Take this Whitney boot, 
for example. It features 1. Full
grain waxed leather upper. 
2. Stretchy scree top. 3. Good

year welt. 4. Leather insole. 5. Firm 3-layer leather 
and rubber midsole for solid support. 6. Tempered 
steel shank. 7. Vibram® lug sole and heel. Why do 
we insist on building a boot this good? Because the 
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professional climbers who helped design it said this 
is the way it should be. They say that out here 
second-best isn't good enough, and we believe it. 
So insist on Vasque - the mountain boots - at your 
outfitter, backpacking or specialty store. 

For dealer name, ~ 
write to Vasque, 
Division of The ~ A~ 
Red Wing Shoe Co , NU 
Dept No. OF-875 --------~ 
Red Wtng , Minnesota +IJ:. 
55066. UU! ~ 6tJOtJ 
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INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN RESCUE HANDBOOK 

By Hamish Macinnes. Published by 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, NY 10017. Format: 6 x 9 
inches, 218 pages, 150 photographs, 130 
diagrams. $10. 00 hardcover. 

Mountain rescue books generally fall 
into two distinct categories; those that 
describe techniques and equipment used 
by specialized mountain rescue-evacuation 
groups, and those that describe the meth
ods of self-rescue using normal climbing 
equipment. The International Mountain 
Rescue Handbook falls into the first group 
since the author does not dwell on the 
basics of normal climbing (first aid, knots, 
map reading, etc.) but, rather, turns his 
attention to the equipment and techniques 
of mountain rescue specialists. 

The first chapter, "Snow Structure," 
seems out of place in a text on equipment 
and methods. Rescue organizations com
monly make use of snow condition reports 
before beginning winter and spring season 
rescues, but they would seldom, if ever, 
have the time to perform snow tests at the 
onset of operations. However, the follow
ing chapter on avalanche rescue seems 
more to the point. His comments on the 
management of searchers and on the coor
dination of search dogs and human res
cuers are particularly pertinent. 

The chapter "Belays, pitons, etc." 
is overly short. This would have been an 
appropriate place for the author to men
tion the critical and essential difference 
between the use of normal levels of pro
tection for general climbing and the greater 
level necessary during rescue-evacuation 
projects. All belays involving the injured 
must be backed up. It's invigorating to 
lead on "acceptable" protection on a pri
vate climb, but that's not a reasonable 
standard in mountain rescue work. The 
failure of a technical mountain rescue pro
tection setup is unconscionable. 

The "Bivouacs" chapter seems to be 
of no particular consequence. The only 
points mentioned are with regard to the 
rescuers' comfort. It would seem that a 
few words concerning accident victim 
comfort would be more pertinent. 

The "Call-out procedure" section 
glosses over many important items in what 
should have been a principal chapter. It 
is at this point in a rescue that the success 
or failure of an operation may be deter
mined. For instance, the interrogation of 
survivors who walked out for help may be 
the crux point in determining if the res
cuers are to carry the appropriate equip
ment for the victim (s)' sake as well as for 
the rescuers' own comfort and survival. 
Also, an experienced medic (or an MD) 
should be present at the interrogation to 
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determine if special medical paraphernalia 
is in order. 

The section which deals with evacua
tion of victims from severe terrain is rather 
uneven in that diagrams of complex cable 
systems are included side-by-side with pic
tures which show how to rappel. This 
chapter should have been integrated into 
a more general discussion of the actual 
methods of technical mountain rescues. 
For instance, most nonprofessional rescue 
units do not have high-tension, high-line 
type cableway systems at their disposal 
and must perform technical rescues with 
rope-based methods. The matter of rope 
clamps for the raising and lowering of 
victims in, and out, of litters is treated in 
a later chapter but even there it is not 
given its due. In particular, the reader is 
led to believe that serious evacuations can 
only be done with cable-winch systems 
whereas rope techniques are relegated to 
the solution of crevasse rescues and re
lated tasks. Such is not the case in actual 
practice. It seems that this section would 
also have been the appropriate point to 
introduce powered winch uses. Unfor
tunately, this matter is not discussed until 
ten chapters later. lnbetween are chapters 
on ski rescue, searches, river crossing, 
lightning and a variety of other topics. 
This rather random organization of the 
book makes for a lot of paging back and 
forth to tie related subjects together. 

The helicopters chapter has a good 
deal of useful, general information. How
ever, American rescue groups should ob
tain more precise procedural data from 

local chopper sources. This is particularly 
true with the present preponderance of 
military aircraft involved in rescue opera
tions. The various branches of the military 
operate with different procedural guide
lines, winch systems, and attitudes. 

In summary, The International 
Mountain Rescue Handbook contains a 
great deal of generally useful and interest
ing information. However, the book's be
wildering lack of organization makes the 
accessing of this data difficult. 

-Al Errington 
Issaquah, Washington 

READING THE ROCKS 
By David A. Rahm. Published by Sierra 
Club Books, 1050 Mills Tower, San Fran
cisco, CA 94104. Format: 6 x 4½ inches, 
160 pages, 16 color photographs, 51 dia
grams. Leatherette covered "Totebook," 
$7.95. 

once heard an aging prof say 
"Geology is everywhere; there's just more 
of it in the Southwest." He was, of course, 
facetiously referring to that wide variety 
of geological processes, structures, time 
periods, and land forms visibly and often 
strikingly evident in the four-state region 

Continued. 

A typical illustration from INTERNATIONAL 
MOUNTAIN RESCUE HANDBOOK 
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Th "Thoroughly enjoyable and informative." e -Publishers Weekly 

Mountain World 
Geology and Ecology of America's Mountains 

. by David F. Costello 
Author of The Prairie World and The Desert World 

"Mountains are obviously old and respected friends to this 
knowledgeable writer. Costello has the ability 
to relate complex processes in an understandable and lively 
fashion ." -Library Journal 
Emphasizes plant-animal associations and adaptations 
of animals to the tremendous variety of mountain habitats. 
Includes information on geology, along with a 
special section on safety precautions to be 
observed on America's high spots. 

86 photographs 
$7 .95 

At your bookseller 
or direct from: 

I T.Y. CROWELL COMPANY, INC. I 
Dept. MT-OB ·1666 Fifth Avenue I 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

Please send me ___ copies of The Mountain World@ $7.95 ea. I 
11 enclose/ / check / / money order for $ ____ total . (Please I 

add sales tax where applicable.) 

I Name __________________ I 
I Address----------------------- I I City _______ State _________ Zip, ____ , 

L ________________ J 
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Want to explore? Try 
the Picket Range, 
with this handy guide. 
Routes and Rocks in Mt. Challenger Quadrangle
Guide to the Picket Range of Washington 's North 
Cascades , covered by Mt. Challenger quadrangle. 
Authors R. W Tabor and D. F Crowder, U.S.G.S. , 
describe high routes, trails in Pickets and adjoining 
Custer Ridge. Includes notes on area geology. Heart 
of the guide is a modified U.S.G.S. Mt. Challenger 

cKS IN THE 
ROUTES ANIJ KO ,QUADRANGLE 
M.1', CHAI.LENGER 

topographic quad w ith 
special overprint of trails, 
high routes, and 
traverses , plan i metric 
maps of approach routes. 
5½"x 7¼", paperbound. 
47 pages, 19"x26" Mt. 
Challenger quad. $2.95. 
(pl us 16¢ tax , 18¢ 
postage). 

At book and outdoor 
stores or by mail 

The MOUNTAINEERS 
719 Pike St. 

Seattle, WA 98101 
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Reviews-Continued 

known to geologists as the Colorado 
Plateau. Here in a rough circle surround
ing the common corner shared by Utah, 
Wyoming, New Mexico, and Arizona, the 
field studies of early researchers contri
buted a steady stream of knowledge about 
the processes which shaped our world. 

Rahm's book, with the pretentious 
subtitle "A Guide to the Geologic Secrets 
of Canyons, Mesas, and Buttes of the Am
erican Southwest," is intended to be a 
primer for those interested in this spectac
ularly scenic region. After an introductory 
chapter intended to define terms such as 
"superposition," "Cenozoic," and "un
conformity," the book describes the rocks, 
layer by layer, beginning at the bottom of 
the Grand Canyon and proceding upward 
past dozens of "formations." The next 
major division is titled "Structures and 
Landforms" and describes how the scenic 
features, which make the Southwest so 
unique, were formed. 

A basic understanding of the geology 
of the Southwest cannot help but enhance 
a visit to that wonderland. Rahm's book 
certainly presents that geology in a concise 
pocket sized form. Unfortunately, the 
book relies too heavily on the language of 
the professional geologist and is a bit lean 
on definitions. A typical paragraph reads, 
"The East Kaibab Monocline can be traced 
to the north where it involves rocks of 
Cretaceous age. The structure disappears 
with the angular unconformity beneath 
the Wasatch Formation at the Pink Cliffs. 
Thus the East Kaibab Monoc/ineis another 
example of a flexure formed near the end 
of the Mesozoic and the beginning of the 
Cenozoic Era. The faults, on the other 
hand, have undergone recurrent motion 
more recently. In some places they have 
dislocated Late Tertiary and Quaternary 
volcanics." 

Such jargon is expected in a text
book, but seems out of place in a pocket 
guide for laymen. Compounding the 
problem, "monocline" is defined as" ... 
a fold that connects flat-lying rocks at a 
high level with flat-lying rocks at a low 
level. As a first approximation it looks 
a little like the curved cover of an old 
fashioned roll-top desk." No further def
in ition is given, no sketch illustrates the 
feature. There are other frequently used 
but poorly defined terms, such as "non
conformity," "syncline," "anticline," 
"superimposition," etc. 

The author, of course, cannot be 
blamed for shortcomings in readc!bility. 
It is the editor's function to insure the 
material is presented in a form understood 
by the intended audience. Whether illus
trations are required, and what type, are 
also editorial decisions. For the most 
part, the illustratory sketches are excel
lent, but those depicting mica schist, am
phibolite, and gneiss are meaningless blobs 
which wil I help no one identify the rocks 
in question. 
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One final criticism: it is undoubted
ly impossible to prepare even a basic geo
logical introduction without reference to 
the "geological time scale" and its "Paleo
zoic," "Silurian," "Miocene," etc. How
ever, it is also unrealistic to use this term
inology in a book intended for non-geol
ogists without providing special assistance. 
For example, a sketch showing the rela
tive time scales, the representative forma
tions, the type fossils, and perhaps the 
type locale could have been presented in 
an easily consulted location, such as the 
back cover, or flyleaf. 

The sixteen colorplates amply dem
onstrate the scenic qualities of the South
west, but do not always relate to items 
discussed in the text. While pretty to look 
at, the space and expense might have been 
better devoted to illustrating needed geo
logical fundamentals. 

READING THE ROCKS, none the 
less, is a useful reference and a compac1 
summary of Southwest geology. Perhap! 
future editions will be more readable. 

-Ray Smutek 

QUICKIE REVIEWS 
TRAIL GUIDES 

SAN BERNADINO MOUNTAIN TRAILS 
-{Robinson : Wilderness Press, 2440 Ban
croft Way, Berkeley, CA 94 704). A new 
edition of an older guide. Updates infor
mation on 100 trails in the San Bernadine 
San Jacinto, and Santa Rosa Mountains'. 
Paperback, 258 pages, separate trail map, 
$5.95. 

SIERRA SOUTH-(Winnett and Schwen
ke: Wilderness Press, 2440 Bancroft Way, 
Berkeley, CA 94704). Another revised 
edition . Covers the High Sierra from 
north of Kings Canyon National Park to 
south of Sequoia National Park. Des
cribes trails, gives elevation change pro
files, and recommended time allowances 
for leisurely, moderate, and strenuous 
tours. Many photographs. Paperback, 
280 pages, $6.95. 

DISCOVER SOUTHEAST ALASKA 
WITH PACK AND PADDLE-(Piggot: 
The Mountaineers, P.O. Box 122, Seattle, 
WA 98111). Wilderness adventure in 
Alaska takes many forms. Over sixty 
trips are described, ranging from beach 
walks to mountain ridge runs, with a gen
erous helping of lake, forest, galcier, and 
inlet tours. Paperback, 260 pages, 79 
photographs, 77 maps, $7 .95. 

WIND RIVER TRAI LS-{Mitchell: Was
atch Publishers, Inc., 4647 ldlewild Road, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84117). Describes 
the trails of the Wind River Mountains 
with a special eye towards good fishing. 
The introduction is an enjoyable piece of 
reminiscence by the author, describing the 
Wind Rivers in the '30s. Paperback, 142 
pages, $2.95. 

SLEEPINC BACS 
.... :-:;_:::,'.'/:'·' ·· ···.·.:;";;</ 

-~.t-f 
The lightest 
weight and greatest 
comfort, and easy-care, long wearing 
construction have been a hallmark of 
COMFY brand sleeping bags for over 60 
years. For the widest selection and 
guaranteed value ask for the brand ex
perienced outdoorsmen prefer. 

A Winchester Operation 
310 First Avenue S./Seattle, WA 98104 

(206) 622-5792 

TRADE UP 
to 

NORTHFACE 
TRAIL WISE 

Fine alpine equipment 
at 

the 

~la=?: 
and mountain shop 

Bring your used packs 
and sleeping bags with 
you - they are worth 
at least half of what 
you paid for them in 
trade. 
Bank cards welcome! 

2126 WESTLAKE AVE. 
seattle, washington 

623-7318 
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Y'e don't just get _you there. 
We get you back. 

RD,rA-.11=! in America 
Raichle hiking boots are designed 
to support and protect the foot. 
They are built for use on rugged, 
rocky trails by hikers and back
packers who may be carrying sub
stantial loads. 
After decades of making outstand
ing quality boots, Raichle knows its 
work well. Raichle boots are con
structed over the finest American 
lasts available to offer the best pos
sible fit. And Raichle uses the time
tested, proven Norwegian Welt con
struction for durability and extra
long life . 

The Raichle Colorado. 

A great fitting, medium weight hiking 
boot for off-trail hiking carrying heavy 
loads. Full grain, Grade A, flesh-out 
leather upper 3.-0mm thick. Full grain 
nappa and suede leather lining, fa
mous Norwegian Welt construction, 
heavy-duty midsole construction, 
guaranteed, laminated wood shank (to 
flex naturally with the boot for more 
comfort while hiking), Vibram "Yellow 
Spot" Laci ma sole, leather lined, pad
ded and hinged tongue and close 
cropped sole. 

To learn more about boots, 
send 25t for our catalog 

"inc"orporating our, booklet r 
"Taking the Mystery Out of 
Boots'.' Or ask your local 
Raichle dealer for a copy. 
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The Raichle Alpina. 
The lightweight, strong hiking boot 
that's suitable for limited climbing . 
Norwegian Welt construction, Grade A 
flesh-out upper and ful I grain leather 
lining. Plus leather midsole and inner
sole, ¾ heavy duty steel shank, one
piece upper, Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Laci ma sole and toe, arch and heel 
reinforcing. 

America in RD.JiA-.16! 
The foundation of Raichle's reputa
tion rests on its long history of 
delivering the finest fit and using 
the best Grade A leather avail
able in the world. And Raichle 
constructs boots in true half
sizes (not just varying the amount 
of padding) and offers up to 
three different widths. So, all in 
all, Raichle hiking boots fit like a 
second skin . 

The Raichle Rainier 
The new combination boot from 
Raichle for off-trail hiking as well as 
climbing. Featuring Grade A, full 
grain, flesh-out leather, full grain and 
split leather lining, Norwegian Welt 
construction , leather innersole, Vib
ram "Yellow Spot" Laci ma sole, new 
Raichle Yellow Rubber Midsole, time
tested low-profile toe design, hidden 
scree guard and toe arch and heel 
reinforcing. 

Raichle Molitor USA 
200 Saw Mill River Road 

Hawthorne, New York 10532 
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MINERAL KING GUIDE-(Alder: La 
Siesta Press, Box 406, Glendale, CA 
91209). The revised edition of the guide 
to this endangered sanctuary in the Sierra 
presents more than trail information. 
Foremost is a colorful historical outline, 
told in words and photographs, dating to 
1864. Notes on avalanches, ecology, 
fishing, weather, and the night sky. Also 
included is a status report on the multi
million dollar "Disney Skiland" proposal 
threatening to destroy the essence of Min
eral King. Paperback, 48 pages, $1 .50. 

THE TAHOE-YOSEMITE TRAIL-(Win
nett and Dennison: Wilderness Press, 2440 
Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 90704). A 
revised edition describing the 180 miles 
of trail between Lake Tahoe and Tuolmne 
Meadows in Yosemite National Park. In
cludes elevation profiles, a pamphlet of 
strip maps (available separately @ $0. 75), 
plus notes on history, geology, natural 
history, etc. Paperback, 121 pages, photo
graphs and sketches, $4.95. 

OTHER BOOKS 

A TRAIL PROFILE: WHY? HOW?
(Goddard : Antelope Camping Equipment, 
21740 Granada Avenue, Cupertino, CA 
95014). For those who like to pre-plan 
their hiking/climbing trips to the last de
tail, this pamphlet presents a simplified 
method of drawing elevation profiles of 
the trail or route. From the profile plus 
the distances and elevations, a method of 
estimating hiking time is given. The re
movable center four sheets are the tools 
used for measuring, converting, and plot
ting profiles. Paperback, 28 pages, $1.75. 

NORTHWEST FORAGING-(Benoliel: 
Signpost Publications, 16812 - 36th Ave
nue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036) . For 
those with Euell Gibbons tendencies, or 
those who simply wish to enhance their 
survival potential, this book presents fifty 
two plants native to the Northwest and 
edible to varying degrees. But don't con
fuse them with the fifteen poisonous 
varieties presented in a separate section. 
An excellent glossary, sketches illustrating 
plant structure, and a chapter of recipies 
comp I iment the text. Paperback, 171 
pages, $4.50. 

CLIMBING GUIDES 

GUIDE TO THE MISSISSIPPI PALI
SADES-(Kolocotronis: By author, 473 
S. Ohioville Rd., New Paltz, NY 12561). 
Some thirty-odd rock climbs in Mississippi 
Palisades State Park, two miles north of 
Savanna, Illinois, are described. The 
climbs, on fossilized limestone, are short, 
usually less than 60 feet. A mimeograph
ed supplement provides NCCS ratings and 
additional routes. Pamphlet, 24 pages. 
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MOUNTAIN BOOKS 
California 

CLIMBER 'S GUIDE TO YOSEMITE VALLEY By S1e11e Roper 

THE VER T ICAL WORLD OF YOSEMITE Edited by Galen Rowell 

MOUNTAINEER ' S GUIDE TO THE HIGH SIERRA By Harvey Voge & Andrew Smatko 

Canada 

ALP INE GUIDE TO SOUTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA By Dick Culbert 

CLI MBER'S GUIDE TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS OF CANADA- SOUTH By Will iam Putnam & Glen Boles 

Colorado 

CLIMBERS GUIDE TO ROCKY MOUN TA IN NATIONAL PARK By Walt Fricke 

Washington 

CASCADE ALPINE GUI DE-COLUMBIA RI V ER TO STEVENS PASS By Fred Beckey 

CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO THE OLYMPIC MOUNTAINS By Olympic Mountain Rescue 

MAP AND GUIDE TO MOUNT ST. HELENS By Off Belay 

Wyoming 

CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO THE TETON RANGE Condensed Edition By Leigh Ortenburger 

HIKING THE TETON BACKCOUNTAY By Paul Lawrence 

HIKING THE Y ELLOWSTONE BACKCOUNTAY By Orvi lle E. Bach, Jr . 

First A id 

MEDICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERI NG Edited by James A. Wilderson , M.D. 

MOUNTAINEERING FIRST AID By Dick Mitchell 

o"n Technique 

BASIC ROCKCAAFT By Royal Robbins 

ADVANCED ROCKCRAFT By Royal Robbins 

FREEDOM OF THE HILLS, 1974 Edition By The Mountaineers 

IC EC RAFT By Norman Kingsley 

IGLOO·BUILOING ESK IMO SNOWHOUSES Off Belay Expanded Reprint 

SNOWSHOEING By Gene Prater 

Wash ington StllH orders must include 5.3~ sales tax noted in parenthesis. 

Posta{/8 is included in the price when you order from 

OFF BELAY 

$6.95 ($7.32) 

$16 .95 ($1 7.851 

$7.95 ($8.3 7) 

$10.25 !$10.79 ) 

$B .OO ($8.42) 

$6 .00 ($6.32 1 

$9 .95 ($10.48) 

$5 .95 ($6.27) 

$1 .00 ($1.05) 

$3.95 ($4.16 ) 

$4.95 ($5.21) 

$4 .95 ($5.211 

$7.50 ($7.90) 

$1 .95 ($2.05) 

$1 .95 ($2.05) 

$2.95 ($3 .11) 

$9.95 ($10.48) 

$3.95 ($4.16) 

$0.75 ($0.79) 

$3.95 ($4.16) 

12416 · 169th AVENUE S.E., RENTON, WA 98055 
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■ You're simply not fully
equipped for your next out
ing without Coghlan's 
accessories. We're 
the specialists in 
all those "little" 
things that you 
need to put big 
pleasure, ease 
and safety back into 
camping. From matches that 
light in the rain to tent repair kits 

. j" ;,, , 

' - :;_- :-::::.... ·" -~~t 

. ··:" 

Waterproof 
Wooden Safely 

Matches 
A sure light ever 

· e - rain or sh· and peg removers, to lighters for your camp stove 
or lantern, griddles, toasters, chow kits, saws -
even egg carriers! And more! You'll wonder how 
you ever did without 'em. So why not dispense 
with camping inconvenience. Make a quick trip to 
your camping supply dealeo 
t~day. Y~u'II be gl~d you O G ._. LAN'S 
did. Again and again. .-. ------· Write for COGHLAN'S LTD., 235 Garry St., Dept. 067 

FREE Color Catalog Winnipeg, Canada• Phone: (204) 943-0607 
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LETTERS 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

Re: "Mountaineering Ropes," June 
1974. I noted a strength loss with a figure
of-eight when the load bearing rope was 
tied the wrong way-on the inside. With 
these commendable studies completed 
under the auspices of Mr. G. R. Barwick 
has he made any analogies or references 
as to the strength and safety of the inside 
and outside bowline. 

Editor's Reply: 

Thomas J. Tschohl 
Point Reyes, California 

Quoting Walt Wheelock's, ROPES, 
KNOTS & SLINGS FOR CLIMBERS: 
" . .. it is possible to tie this knot [the 
bowline] with the end on the opposite 
side [the outside] from the standing part, 
and by so doing, about half the strength 
is lost." -R.S. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

I am in the process of assembling 
a first-rate instructional slide presentation 
on avalanche safety for winter travelers. 
The text and most of the photography is 
ready but I am still in need of good qual
ity color slides of avalanches, avalanche 
areas, and avalanche debris. If any OFF 
BE LAY readers have any color slides of 
the above topics which they would like to 
lend to the cause of avalanche safety 
rescue and survival, I would be most 
grateful. Slides received will be quickly 
duplicated and returned to avoid incon
venience and loss. Slides not used will be 
promptly returned with my thanks. Hor
izontal format for the slides is preferred, 
although vertical format slides can be 
used. Information as to the sources of 
avalanche photogrophy will also be we l
come. Mall slides to the address below. 

-A. C. James 
204 Iron Road 

Manitou Springs, CO 80829 
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Editor, OFF BELAY 

I have recently purchased a Whillans 
Sit Harness and find it very comfortable 
and useful. I am curious however what 
is the best method for tying into the mid
dle of the rope? The typical middleman 
knots, bowline on a bight or butterfly, ap
parently can not be used because of the 
design of the harness. 

I am also curious if there have been 
any failures or evidence of any weakness 
in the rather unique harness. 

Editor's Reply: 

Leo Einck 
Ames, Iowa 

FREEDOM OF THE HILLS, Third 
Edition recommends a doubled rope bow
line, but unfortunately illustrates the knot 
incorrectly. A corrected version is shown 
below. Bowline knots tend to work loose, 
so the end should be secured. Two meth
ods are shown. 

Another commonly used middle
man tie-in is a figure eight loop clipped 
into a locking biner. However, the load 
of a fall could conceivably be applied to 
the carabiner gate, which is notoriously 
weak in the outward direction. Hence a 
direct tie-in with the rope is safer. 

We are unaware of any Whillans 
seat harness failures and pass your ques
tion on to fellow subscribers. -R.S. 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

I do enjoy your magazine, however, 
I was somewhat disappointed that the 
February 1975 issue article failed to com
plete the analytical framework of helmet 
safety. Wouldn't it be "possible" to slip 
in a chimney and be the proud owner of 
a fiberglass chockstone? The pressures and 
forces would be subjecting the chinstrap 
to demands beyond those for mere helmet 
stability and the climber to undocumented 
risks. 

I admit that I have not consulted 
the authorities cited in that art icle's foot
note, but still feel that OFF BELAY 
should print or prevail upon those who 
could to discover whether such an accident 
would requ ire only the services of a band
aid or dentist as opposed to a cervical 
traction ex pert or a mortician and thus 
preserve th is magazine 's fine complete 
coverage of climbing safety. 

AUGUST 1975 

Ke ith A. Bode 
San Diego, California 

"Superpacker"@ and PolarGuard® 
On land or on water, "Superpacker" feels right at 

home when he has PolarGuard along. 
Alpine Designs alternative to down, Fortrel® 

PolarGuard, is especially suited for use around 
water. It dries faster than down and doesn't mat 
when wet. PolarGuard is also high-lofting and of- _ 
fers superior strength and insulation. 

So when "Superpacker" slips into his kayak, he 
also slips into his Polarline@ 60/ 40 parka, and 
packs his PolarGuard McKinley Sleeper that keeps 
him warm down to -10°. 

"Superpacker" suggests you also look into Al
pine Designs complete line of jackets and 
sleeping bags, shell clothing, packs and tents. 

Fortrel® and PolarGuard® are trademarks of Fiber In
dustries, Inc. a subsidiary of Celanese Corporation. 

@Alpine Designs 1975 

Alpine 
Designs@ 

A GENERAL RECREA TION IN C COM P ANY 

6185 E. Arapahoe 
Boulder, CO 80303 
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LETTERS 
Continued 

Editor, OFF BELAY ' 

I thought my formal education had 
ended when I finished school, but appar
ently such is not the case for I have just 
learned from Ray Brooks, owner of North
western Mountain Sports, Moscow, Idaho, 
(see OFF BELAY No. 21 : Letters) that 
a person or a group of people can own a 
mountain and expound upon the idea of 
keeping out others who also appreciate 
fine beauty. Thank you for the fine edu
cation Mr. Brooks and I wish to take this 
opportunity to announce that we of Cali
fornia hereby announce our ownership of 
the Sierra Nevada and as of immediately, 
you are not allowed into our mounta ins. 
Mark that up 40%! ! ! 

Ken Horwitz 
Northridge, California 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

The lead picture of the story on the 
California Palisades in the June 1975 issue 
really blows it. The picture is not of t he 
Palisades at all but of Mount Tom, Basin 
Mountain, Mount Humphreys, and others 
as seen from near Bishop. Not only that 
but the picture has been printed left for 
right. Other than th is, I enjoyed the story. 

Dennis Burge 
China Lake, California 

Editor, OFF BELAY 

The manufacturers of MAMMUT 
ropes have presented data on rope se rvice 
life (OFF BELAY No. 20). They relate 
the capacity of the rope to absorb energy 
(WCOE) to the hours of use and show that 
this static test result has fair correlation 
with the Li.I.A.A. drop test. The rate of 
reduction in strength during 200 hours of 
use was determined on ropes that initially 
averaged WCOE = 242 mkp/m. This was 
extrapolated to new ropes with WCOE = 
360 mkp/m to arrive at a service life of 

500 hours of climbing. Life is over when 
the energy capacity of the average rope is 
down to WCOE = 160 mkp/m, the mini
mum acceptable for U.I .A .A . approval. 

This calculated service life ignores 
the nonlinear behavior shown for the rate 
of reduction in energy capacity . During 
the first 100 hours the WCOE goes down 
by 0.65 mkp/m/hr; after that, the rate 
went down to 0.035 mkp/m/hr. If the 
latter rate continues, the average new rope 
with the lower value of WCOE = 242 
mkp/m will have a service life of 600 
hours. More important than 500 or 600 
hours though are the implications of non
linearity for climbers of different weights. 

The energy per unit length the rope 
must absorb to hold a free fall is the pro
duct of the climber's weight and a shock 
factor (height of fall divided by free length 
of rope). The Li.I.A.A. minimum for 
WCOE corresponds to an 80 kg (177 lbs) 
climber and the maximum shock factor of 
2. For similar protection, 90 kb (199 lbs) 
climbers and 70 kg (155 lbs) climbers re
quire minimum values of WCOE = 180 
mkp/m and 140 mkp/m respectively. 
Using the same new rope values, corres
ponding service lives are 95 and 1150 
hours. The cost of ropes must surely re
sult in leaner climbers. 

Pertinent questions center on how 
well the WCOE related to the reality of 
protection. What are the effects of sharp
er edge curvature than that used in this 
test? How does observable sheath damage 
affect the WCOE and drop tests? To what 
extent is damage detectable? These ques
tions relate to rope usage, both past and 
present. This is what makes the capacity 
to hold a fall vary. Direct correlat ions of 
rope failure and factors of usage wou ld be 
helpful. 

Climbers regularly make judgments 
based on their evaluation of risks. For
tunately there is litt le experience with 
rope failure. Detailed information on how 
and why equipment fails helps make these 
judgments objectively. This article was a 
good start. 

Bill Stronge 
China Lake, California 

WANT TO COMPLETE YOUR SET 
$1.00 No. 15 June 74 Mountaineering Ropes, Dehydration, Gorp, Stretchers 
$1.00 No. 16 August 74 Rating Climbs, Padded Hip Bel t s, Securing a Rappel 
$1.00 No. 17 October 74 Rock Glaciers, U.I.A.A. Belaying Report, Burns 
$1.25 No. 18 December 74 Frostbite, Avalanches, Yeti, Sudden Survival, Land Use 

$1.25 No. 19 February 75 Sawtooth Idaho Issue, German Equipment Tests 

$1.25 No. 20 April 75 Climbing Fitness, Rope Failure, Rope Life, Ben's Cookbook 
$1 .25 No. 21 June 75 California Palisades Issue, Hydraulic Sarong, Eruption l 

Include 24 cents per issue for postage and handling. Or we'll postdate your new or exist
ing subscription to include the back issue you want. Allow one month for postal service. 
Issues not listed above are no longer available. For reprints of individual articles or out 
of print back issues, or microfilm editions, contact Xerox University Microfilms, 300 
North Zeeb Rd, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 
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Editor, OFF BELAY 

After climbing at Devil's Tower the 
first of May, I discussed the climb with 
the ranger. He asked for help from people 
who climbed there this year. The route 
descriptions, in most cases, are quite old 
and need revision. Some of the aid routes 
are being done free , and most of the climbs 
are now being converted from pins to 
chocks. So if you climb there this year, 
pick up an extra route description and re
write the section on what hardware to 
carry. It would greatly help the rangers 
and future climbers involved, since many 
do not carry any pins whatsoever. 

Mike Brown 
Cincinatti, Ohio 

CLASSIFIED 

Our Advertisers make OFF BELAY possi-
ble. Let them know you approve. 

BACKPACKING Equipment, touring skis & 
accesso ries, can oes, kayaks, and gear for 
touring & whitewater . Selected domestic, 
imported, own-design equipment sh ipped 
post-paid in Continenta l U.S. for $1.25 per 
order, large o r small. Discounts for larger 
orders, same personalized service for all and 
full refund if unsatisfied . Wr ite for free 
catalog. MOOR & MOUNTAIN, 63 Park St., 
Andover, Mass. 01810. 

GUI DE MAPS-nomadic hiking routes thru 
U.S. , Canada, Mexico. Free list: North 
America Trail Complex, Box 805, Bloom-
ington, Indian a 47401. 

15 PEOPLE needed for Hima layan hol iday 
next Dec. 17-Jan 14. One week in Delhi 
(Taj Mahal), Christmas in Katmandu, 2 
weeks' trekking. Approx. $1900. Itinerary 
from Ste. 2412, Pacific Centre, Vancouver, 
B.C. 

RAFTS , KAYAKS. waterproof bags, acces-
so ries, etc. Free Cata I og. Northwest River 
Supplies, Box 3195 (h), Moscow, Idah o 
83843. 

E E-DA-HOW MOUNTA INEERING offers 
cha ll enging climbing expeditions, qual ified 
instruction, summit climbs, backpacking -
wi lderness experience seminars in t he Saw-
tooth's of Idaho. Write P.O. Box 207, Ucon, 
Idaho 83454. 

S.F. BAY AREA. Day-Climber's Guide to 
Santa Clara Valley. Seven climbing areas-
route descriptions. Introduction for the be-
ginner. $2.40 postpa id. Stark-Craig Pub-
lishers, P.O. Box 986 Morgan Hill, CA 9503 7. 

ATLANTIS designers of the Ultimate 
Weathergear - offer free their New Catalogue 
of especially fine safety, weather and surv i-
val gear: Aladdin, Atlantis, Avon, Buck, 
Chromalloy, Guest, Maximum, Plath, Polar-
Guard, Walker, White . Write: Atlantis, Box 
123377, Waitsfield, Vermont 05673, 802/ 
496-3313. 

BOU LOE RS AND CLIFFS-A guide to low-
land rock climbing in Skagit and Whatcom 
counties. $2. 75 (includes tax and handling) 
from Signpost, 1681?.-B 36th Ave. W ., 
Lynnwood, WA 98036. 

SKI MOUNTAINEER ING-Mou nt ai neering 
-Backpacking Equipment. Bearpad conver-
sion kit for Silvretta. Free catalog. Beartooth 
Mountaineering, Box 846-8, Minneapolis, 
MN 55440. 
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Quality 
you 
can 

Whether you're planning a climb of Mt. Everest 

or a week-end hike, you can depend on 

VIBRAM® soles to help you get there safely. 

Few things in life perform as well. 

@l;!~B~~~~MPANV 
28 School Street, North Brookfield, Mass. 01535 

Exclusive U.S. licensee for VIBRAM soles and heels. 
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